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Friday, June 30 

. 19.30 Delegates arrive at The White House, 
C~elwood Gate, nr, Haywards Heath. approx. 

'· ·. 20.30 ' Dinner: ' To be held at The Roebuck Hotel, 
: 1t miles from The White House. 
\ 

\ i 
' Saturday, July 1 

8.30 

<;l.30 

12.15 
approx. 

13.00 

16.)0 

17.00 

18.30 

19.30 

Sunday, July 2 

Breakfast. 

/.... EUROPEAN INSTITUTIONS 
-1· paper presented by John Lambert. 

Leave by bus for University of Sussex. 

Lunch at University, followed by tour of campus. 
Return to The White House, 

Tea, 

/_THE TECHNOLOGY Gi.P 
-;-paper presented by Christopher Layton, 

Dinner. 

THE TECHNOLOGICiJ:, Gl!.P (continued), 

9, 30 i• EUROPE!ll FOREIGN POLICY 
general discussion. 

13.00 

14.00 

16.00 
approx. 

Lunch. 

Conclusion to weekend discussions. 

Conference ends, 
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Anglo-Italian weekend discussion at the White 

Sussex, 30th June - 2nd July 1967. 

Foreign Policy (introductory paper by John Pinder.) 

House, 

There was almost complete agreement on the need for Europe to 

adopt a role in world affairs based on peaceful influence through 

trade and aid. This was contrasted with a third-force role which 

none of those present advocated. 

At least one participant felt that non-militar~ means of 

this sort greatly circumscribed the total influence which Europe 

would be able to exert in world affairs, leaving little more than 

the "satisfaction of giving", lfuatever their ultimate effects it 

was however recognised that trade and aid represented at least half 

of foreign policy; This was shown in tho importance attached to 

the development of a Co~~on Trade Policy for the Communities -

mentioned as being the most importaTJ.t federating factor in integra.-

tion under the Rome Treaty, A common policy on trade and credits 

was of particular significance in relations ~lith Eastern Europe • 

which t·Tas why all EEC member countries t<ere so reluctant to go ahead 

in this field - and, the first step towards solving the German problem, 

There was less agreement on the nuclear defence posture which 

a Europe with this non-military world role should tcl<e, For some, 

defence was necessary and could only be ensured by joint arrangements 

with the U. S.A, There should therefore be continuing attempts to 

strengthen Atlantic co-operation on nuclear defence through supra-

national forms of joint targeting etc. But it was felt by many 

that Europe would never be able to exert real influence on the Americans 

in nuclear defence, so that joint Atlantic nuclear defence arrangements 

uould always be unequal - with Europe in a position of dependence, not 

interdependence - and therefore no more than a more honourable justi

fication for acceptance of American aid, ~rithout ultimate control over 

this aid, 

For others, any close links with the U.S.A. in nuclear defence 

implied sharing American views on world policy and were in conflict 

uith an independent European foreign policy, Such links were there-

fore generally unde3irable and, in part-:i:<ml:ar would greatly hinder 

2 

detente between East and West Europe. This argument might have been 

taken to imply that Europe should defend itself: but when it was sug

gested that adequate. defence could be·provided by European conventional 

and tactical nuclear weapons alone, the objection was made - and accepted -

..... /that the 
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that the only conceivable attack would be a proper, full scale one, 

against which tactical 1-Jeapons ><ould not provide any protection. 

However it was maintained that the changed international situation 

more relaxed East-1-lest relations ;.. rendered the .American nuclear 

umbrella no longer paramount; 

that Europe vas impossible to 

vhile a some;;hat different view -

protect from full scale nuclear attack 

in any event • arrived at the same conclusion that sbo could do with

out the Americans. 

There was therefore little enthusiasm for a European strategic 

nuclear armament, and many doubts as to l<hether it ;;as technologically 

and industrially possible in any case. One person suggested that 

Europe should at least develop the capacity to build third generation 

strategic arms, through developments in allied fields e,g, transport, 

leaving actual decisions on arms policy u.~til later. 

Since Europe cotllld probably not defend itself in any case, many 

thought it should put such thoughts aside and help in international 

peace-keeping. Here it was objected that the U.N. lacked political 

strength and 11c:s inoufficiontly roprosontntivo. J, Buroponn 

non-nuclear stance brought other advantages though, It improved the 

chances of finding a settlement to the German problem since the Russians 

and other East Europeans might accept re-unification in the context of 

a non-nuckar Europe. It released funds for development aid, And it 

could be a contribution to disarmament and non•proliferatio~aims which 

were in the general world interest and therefore decidedly in Europe's 

own interest - unless Europe wanted once more to become a battlefield 

and centre of world conflict. 

At this point arguments in favour of a European Defence Commun

ity tended to be justified by.motives of political integration. 

EEC + EDC = EPC was one suggested formula; since the military estab

lishments exist, integrate them, was another, But the sceptics felt 

that no pressure for defence integration would exist if there was no 

valid defence objective - and this depended on the existence of a 

European foreign policy, i.e. EDC = EEC + EPC. 

Equality with the U.S.A. was not only a problem of defence, 

In the interests of attaining technological parity there was sor.1e 

support for a degree of selective protection, conceivably under an 

infant industries clause: this might provide reasonable protection 

over ten years, dindl1ishing there~ter on a sliding scale, Others 

argued strongly that the real problem was elsewhere, in market and 

comp~~Y structures, &>d educationsl facilities: to ignore the source 

of the problem would mean plugging one technological gap today to find 

others created in ten years time, 
•••• • /3. 
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The central discussion on defence produced several relevant 

considerations for the German problem - especially the contribution 

which a non-nuclear Europe might bring to prospects of full re-unifi

cation. Other points raised included an Austrian status for East 

Germany, but it was objected that East Germany's links with Poland 

and Czechoslovakia were developing too greatly for this to be a prac

tical solution, Re-unification, it was suggested, needed to be looked 

at in the larger context of East-Hest detente and for this trade and 

credits, but e.lso improved transport links, were of prime importance. 

In brief, apart from the third force camp (not present) argu• 

ment ranged mostly between the Neutralists end the defence Atlanticists, 

For the latter an Atlantic defence option did not impinge on foreign 

policy elsewhere while the reality of world politics was growing inter

dependence which could be practised a la carte. For the former there 

was no such thing as a la carte interdependence but alliances which one 

either accepted across the board or did not accept at all. 

Institutions (John La.nbert 1s paper) 

A sober and realistic discussion avoided too great an emphasis 

on theory and reverted constantly to the problem of where to apply 

pressure now in order to attain imr1ediate institutional advance. 

The European Parliar.1ent was generally considered too weak and lacking 

in a prestige which probably only direct elections could give it. 

There seer1ed little prospect of direct elections and the chances of 

obtaining partial direct election (i.e. frorl one or r.1ore meuber coun

tries on the basis of a national act of Parliament) were either 

considered too faint or too uninteresting for them to be r,Jentioned by 

more tha.~ one voice in pussli1g. Looking into the future there were 

suggcstions that the Parliar,lent had the wrong P01·mrs (if any) at 

present, that its role should be cnvisaged as .1:10r0 akin to that of a 

U.S. Congress, investigational and polel:lical, with tight control over 

tho purse-strings rather than the personnel of guvornrient. The best 

prospect for the futuro powers of the Parliament was to achieve 

budgetary control: therG was no alternative to this once the Conr.1unity 

had direct revenues and ngreer_;ent had to be rGached by 1970 - the 

French vrore fighting only o. rearguard action against the inviolable 
11 no taxation without representation." 

Heanwhile there was smJG backing for the suggGstion that the 

Commission should talce the initiative deliberately to associate the 

Parliaraent r.1ore closely with its work. The Cor:llllission had more 

• .... /vitality 
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vitality than the Parliament and now a ne•• mandate. It should talce 

a public stand in favour of not submitting to the Council any pro

posals, including modifications to proposals, which had not had the 

Parliament 1 s prior approval. It was however objected to this that 

the Commission had previously associated the Parliament very closely 

with its proposals (e.g. June 1965 crisis) without being able to 

avoid crisis or to have its position much strengthened as a result. 

Furthermore experience of the Parliament's role to date showed that 

it tended to slow down decision-maldng and was not relevant to the 

present intimate practice of negotiation between Commission and 

Council. 

It was generally recognised that the Connnission 1 s power of 

initiative was the key factor and some fears were expressed that the 

new Commission, •dth a very heavy programme of work ahead of it, 

might be wealcer than its predecessors and hesitate to make full use 

of its power of initiative. If it first as!ced governments and 

permanent representatives what proposals they would accept, and then 

put these fonTard in an attempt to avoid a new crisis, the Commission 

would be abdicating its own powers. 

There uas little agreement or even much discussion on methods 

of appointment of the Commission. This was felt to be a subject on 

which little progress could be made for the moment. One voice 

supported the proposal for direct election on single-party lists 

on the grounds that this would stimulate the creation of European 

political parties- a necessary development if the Community was not 

to be based on a divisive foundation of separate national parties. 

Others opposed this system on the grounds that it was putting the 

cart before the horse and unworkable so long as European parties did 

not exist - the British and Scandinavian Conservative parties, as well 

as the French UNR being for the present apparently unlikely candidates 

for any foreseeable European political groupings. Advocates of this 

latter point of view thought that European parties could best be 

stimulated through a reinforcement of the European Parliament. 

Rather more ideas were forthcoming on the Council and the 

Permanent Representatives. One suggestion was for each government 

to appoint a permanent European minister to represent it in the 

Council: such a minister might assimilate a European point of view 

and know that his role, both in the Council and in his national 

government was to assist the development of the Community. This 

•.••. / idea was 
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idea was criticised because (a.) the post might still be considered 

insufficiently important to attract a leading figure (b.) other 

national ministers would not sur>.·ender thoir poliers (c.) one of the 

roles of the Council ;ras to act as a sort of Senate in a bi

cameral system and the attendance of many different ministers, e.g. 

agriculture, transport, economics, either together or separately, 

from national governments already gave some substance to this role, 

and {d.) it was a pity to confine the brain-washing process of 

Council membership to only one minister. 

Similar considerations were put forward for reform of the 

Permanent Representatives with a suggestion that each national dele

gation should include a Permanent Representative for each of the 

main national ministries. A further and alternative idea was for 

the post of Permanent Representative to become a political appoint

ment - a junior minister - so that the Standing Committee of 

Permanent Representatives could truce minor decisions without reference 

to the Council. However it was objected that the· Permanent 

Representatives should not be strengthened without an equivalent 

reinforcement of the Comnission itself. 

Attention was also drawn to the Agricultural Comite de 

gestion, composed of national civil servants meeting under the 

chairmanship of the Coramission, which already took in effect all but 

the most important decisions such as those affecting prices and 

budget. It was suggested that this precedent might ;-reil be applied 

in time to other fields. 

In general the institutional pattern which met with most 

approval was for the Parliament and Council to come closer together 

as the twin organs of a bi-c8Jlleral legislature while the Commission 

gained in strength as the Executive. There was however little 

prospect of progr0ss in this direction for the moment. 

For actual progress on lllStitutions there was agreement but 

little emphasis on the useful pressure which non-governmental groupings 

could at present apply, at least in preparation of the future. In 

this context political parties wore most important as the live politi

cal forces in most European countries and it was suggested that they 

should be encouraged to develop thoir own European cohesion with their 

own internal supranational structures: it ought not to be impossible 

to persuade them that their own interest was to play a world role 

,,,,,/through 
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through theu fuBion at European level. Lastly a much greater 

effort should be made by the European Parliament to integrate its 

"rork with that of national parliaments and in particular to try to 

get the latter to adopt European Parliament resolutions binding 

their own national governments. It was even suggested that nat

ional parliaments should be. persuaded to withhold national contri

butions to the Community budget when the Council had refused to accept 

proposals supported by the European Pe~liruaent. But a sceptical 

voice was raised to point out that national parliruaents. might well 

be the last ditch defence for national sovereignty and to underline 

that only direct elections to the European Parliament, providing it 

with a real political foundation, could outflank this threat. 

In conclusion, three specific points of pressure emerged from 

the discussion, nDmely the need for Pc,rliamentary control of a Com

munity budget by 1970 at the latest, the treaty requirement for a. 

common foroign trade policy which would incroasa the po1'ers:of the 

Commission in a highly sensitive and key sector, and the demands. of 

efficiency in docision-making as new ventures furthor oxtended the 

burden on the Community apparatus. 

Tactics for British Entry. 

There was full agreement that Britain must ask for as fe~ con

ditions: as possible for entry in order to try to avoid detailed nog-

otiations and to help the Five to resist French tactics. In this 

last respect there was something to be said for informing at least 

the Five of Britain 1 s mi.t1iuum requirements and for having a full 

statement of the British position regarding the transitional period 

and agriculture in particular. 

If these were the right tactics, it was feared by nest that the 

negotiations 1rould nonetheless be long. As a start the French did 

not have to veto negotiations once the Cor:mission Is report was avail

able sinoe there would be sufficient mattor in the report - on mone

tary probloms, oconomic probloms, agriculture, NoH Zealand, institut

ions and tro.nsi tional poriod - to keop thG Si.;c discussing QI:Jongst 

themselves for up to a year, 

This left the British with the political problem of mo.intaining 

intGrost and entlmsiaSi\1 ovGr a long poriod in face of delaying tactics. 

If no progress uere possiblo on the Rome Troaty basis, excGpt after 

long-drmm out UDgotio.tions, perhaps the British should accopt the 

Gaullist offar of association o.nd sho•r their commitment to Europe in 

othor fiolds and through other initiatives. 

• •••• /?. 
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~t was. objected that association was likely to be a trap. It 

could be misinterpreted in Britain while on the Continent it would 

be taken as evidence that Britain was still only half European. 

The French could use this as grounds for a brusque veto, AnJ' 

talk of association would wealwn the position of the Five, and 

the Benelux in particular. It would threaten to undorEJine. the 

existing in.stitutions by displacing some decis:i:on-mal:ing to a 

council of association, probably intor-governc1ental in form, and 

~rhile the British could then perhnps rightly be accused of sabotage 

they would still be absent from rmch of the decision-malring on many 

important subjects. Lastly association would be much more diffi-. 

cult to negotiate than full entry. 

who 

Despite such strong argwaents 

thought the risk pGrhaps worth 

there was at least one person 

it. For most however, assoc-

iation mi@1t eventually be onvisaged for the transitional period 

after negotiations lmcl boon stc:rted, but until negotiations wore. 

underway it 1ms a trap to be avoided. The first aml imrJodiate 

problem was. to open negotiations. To counter any French move. in 

favour of transitional association, the British should profit from 

the example given by the AJ~erican Ad;;d.nistration in obtaining the 

start of tho Konnody Round, and propose a short three yGar transi

tional period "across the board" without any special treatnent for 

different sectors. Once negotiations were opened things might work 

out differently. 

Good British tactics and a simplified approach wore however not 

in thensolvos enough without c.t the S&i1G time a "gro.nd design" for 

the forward development of the; Com,Junity. It was important to rG

membor the troatios uoro thoElsolves to be re-written in the mcrgGr, 

and Britain needed to bo a full member to influence their new form 

and content. HoHGVer oven frou outside Britain•. could show her-

self truly European by putting forward proposals for the merged 

treaty which "ent further than those of tho Six themsel-ves. The 

Comnunitios 1,1ero the only really effective grouping in Europe and 

the only realistic policy, as \/ell as thG right one for gaining 

moraborship, 1ms to firaly propose now ventures in this context. 

Britain could rae.ko its entry appoccr as the vehicle for creating 

co::mnon policies e. g. ou technology, aid and dofenco as Hell us a 

common reserve currency. 

There ;ras a great opportunity for Britain to grasp the leader

ship of tho movement for European unity. The: forcos in favour of 

European federation weredispersod and there were plenty of local 

•. • /reactions 
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reactions and preoccupations e. g. Franco~Gcrw.m relations in 

Germ11ny, protectionism, foc.rs of any cho.ngo in an already proc11rious 

situation, which could bo used 11gninst British entry. The wey to 

overcome these obstacles w11s by an outflanking pro-Europenn drive 

o.nd not by special talks with France 1.mdor cover of the alibi th11t 

negotiations were on the b11sis of the Treaty of Rome• Negoti2tions' 

also concerned the ro-;~riting of the Comr,lunity Tre11tios in the '"id

est context nnd Britain could best serve her own interest in joining 

the Community by showing herself as. the chief prot11gonist of the further 

development of the Conmunities. 

The British Government had a koy role to play, but non-goverru~ent11l 

forces were dso of very great i;;,portc.nce. Public opinion could in

fluence even De Gaulle if it •rc.s porsuc.ded of the importance of 

British entry. In addition to links amongst the political parties 

and clubs, it w11s c.rgued strongly that British TJol:lbers should be 

c.sked to tllke part in the Monnet Committee. 

~~~t*~t********~t1t*~f** 
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by John Lambert. 

(This is a first outline intended to provoke discussion; at a 
later stage it may prove worthwhile to go in detail into some of the 
possible developments referred to.) · 

The starting point of this paper is the conviction that new 
thinking is needed on the institutions of the Community, and about 
their democratic content. 

This would be true in any case, both because the increasing 
volume and complexity of the problems puts strain on the existing in
stitutional machinery of the Community, and because a new confrontat
ion on the question of direct revenues and the role of the Parliament 
must inevitably occur before January 1, 1969. 

It becomes doubly necessary as a result of the renewed British, 
Danish and Irish applications for membership (with Norway probably 
following). On the one hand, the argument has been used, by those 
who are opposed to or concerned at the prospect of enlarging the Com• 
munity, that it will make the institutional process unworkable. On 
the other, the question of democracy in the Community, though it has 
not so far emerged as an issue in the United Kingdom this time, was at 
the heart of opposition to membership in the U.K. last time. 

We may add two tactical points. In the face of de Gaulle's 
evident reluctance to admit Britain, ~~d the British determination to 
get in, if possible while he is there, if not when he goes, it is 
likely to be the desire of the British government to espouse a more 
"European" point of view than the Ganeral - and the issue of democracy 
is a key one here. It is necessary to vork out and make known a clear 
attractive, realistic and workable alternative to the Gaullist reject
ion of a federal, democratic community system. 

Secondly, although those who favour British membership tend auto
matically to assume a simple outcome whereby Britain and the other can
didates join, and then the ten together go on to develop the Community, 
we must be prepared for another eventuality, Finding himself unable to 
resist pressure for negotiations and for British entry, de Gaulle may 
well seek to obtain a far-reaching re-negotiation on the occasion of 
the enlargement. This is clearly hinted at in his references to Brit
ish meobership as requiring the construction of "an entirely new edi-
fice. 11 Although this seems politically and economically unrealistic, 
a response based on simple defence of the existing institutional arrange
ment would be vulnerable to the criticisms referred to above, if not 
backed up by a practical view of how certain latent problems can be 
solved, and how the present Community can develop. 

It is not sufficient to take out of the drm.Ter where they have 
been gathering dust the ideas about democracy and the development of 
the institutions which have b0en progressivelj· dropped in the face of 
the impossibility of progress whilst de Gaulle is there. Those ideas 
were worked out in the early years, without the experience now acquired 
of the operation of the existing institutions, and in a more utopian 
atmosphere. They could not take into account the basic evolution in 
the organisation of democracy which has taken place in France with the 
general acceptance of the presidential system. 

• ••• /2. 
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In particular, election of the European Parliament ~ universal 
suffrage was treated in the past as though it were a final step needed 
to complete the existing constitutional system, I wish to argue here, 
on the contrary, that though essential, it must now be seen as one ele• 
ment in a complex move forward in which the whole relationship between· 
the various Community institutions, and the working of the systGm, is 
reviewed, This view is supported by the history of European unifi
cation so far, each major move forward (ECSC, EEC in particular) having 
seen a changed institutional pattern adaptGd to the political balance• 

The suggestions made below are therefore intended to be a basis 
for thinking about the elGments in the next 11leap forward, 11 whioh is 
essential in any of thG following hypotheses: 

i, De Gaulle blocks British entry for the prescmt, the .:federal, 
democratic alternative then needs to be developed and advocated within 
the unchanged Community of the Six in thG preparedness for his departure 
and a 11 leap fonrard 11 either without Britain, or following rapid British 
entry, or on the occasion of British accession. 

ii, De Gaulle accepts British entry, and the Con®unity of Ten faces 
problems of institutional effGctiveness and democratic control, such 
as have alrea(\jr arisen in the present Community. 

iii, Re-modelling of the Community is imposed as a condition of British 
membership, and a clear alternative attractive to the British, is needed, 

For the sake of clarity, I limit myself here to the assumption 
that the Community remains confined to the fields at present covered by 
the Treaty. All that is said here applies a forteriori should there 
be (as is possible) an ext.ension of the Coomunity to other fields of 
government simultaneously with the re-construction of the institutions. 

1, Efficiency, 

2. Democracy, 

1, Efficiency, The problem arises at the level of the Council of 
Ministers of the EEC, It mnniftJsts itself in the slowness with which 
progress is made at the rainisterial lGvel, both in internal affairs and 
(above all) in the external relations of the Community. 

The causes are: 
i. Discussion at ministerial level of points which are essent
ially technical, and of too great a compley~ty to lead themselves 
to the process of political debate and compromise characteristic 
of the Col.IDcil. 

It will be remembered that decisions can only be taken in EEC by 
the Council of Ministers itself. The 11 A points" system enables matters 
settled at the level of the Permanent Representatives to be passed as a 
formality by the Council. Nevertheless, it is sui'ficnent for the rep
resentative of one country to lack the necessary authority to take a 
decision or make a concession for the point to come up at ministerial 
level, however technical it may be. l'.inisters of the other col.IDtries 
will then be obliged to intervene on matters which their own experts 
were able to deal with, and the minister of the country which sought 
ministerial debate may well himself be obliged to leave his expert to 
speak on the point. 

. •• /3. 
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~~. Excessive pressure on the Permanent Representatives. Emile 
Noel, Executive Secretary of the EEC Commission, has noted (paper pre
sented to the Universite Libre de Bruxelles, juillet 1966) that the 
Permanent Representatives are in session practically every working day 
of the year, having to do all other work including preparation outside 
the ti~es of meetings. This is because all points with serious poli
tical content, liable to require ministerial discussion, are dealt with 
by the Permanent Representatives the~selves. This includes the pre• 
paration of nll meetings in the framework of the Community 1 s insti tut
ionalised external relations (associations, trade agreements, etc.) and 
participation in these when at sub-ministerial level. Their are clearly 
advantages in one small group who work closely together, and have consid
erable room for manoeuvre and for nuance, dealing with all major problems. 
In addition the system has been eased by ~aking the Committee of Deputy 
Permanent Representatives into a permanent separate body dealing mainly 
with points which will not need to go up to the ministers but can be 
classed under 11 A11 • 

It is sufficient to look at the range of points on the Council 
agenda, and to remembar that in addition to the monthly foreign ministers' 
meetings there are sessions of the Council on agriculture (these are 
however prepared for by the Special Ccrr~ittee), socia1 affairs, transport, 
monetary affairs, etc. to realise that the Permanent Representatives 
Committee constitutes a bottle-neck, and also a potentially weak link 
because of the excessive pressure to which it is subjected. 

A partial solution is no doubt to be found in according to spec
ialised committees similar powers to prepare for the Council as are 
vasted in the Permanent Representatives' Committee and in the Special 
Committee, and also, for tariff matters, in the 111 Committee. 

Solutions. The aim must clearly be to ensure that only matters 
of genuine political weight and importance come up for ministerial dis
cussion, - two possible lines of development (both of which have far
reaching political implicntions) are delegation by the Council of greater 
real powers to the bodies which reproduce the same institutional pattern 
at a lower level; or delegation to the EEC Commission. 

It is \mrth recalling that the decision to retain for the Council 
of Ministers the sole right of decision is of great political importance. 
It ensures that decisions are taken in a body where the Commission is 
present and able to take a full and official role. It avoids establish
ing the Permanent Representatives Committee through its permanent position 
in Brussels as a rival to the Co~nission. It emphasises the political 
nature of the Community by reserving all decisions to the ministers. The 
factthat the Permanent Representatives are under such pressure would 
mean that any further delegation would have to take place to specialised 
committees, which vould need to deliberate at a sufficiently high lwel 
for their members to be in a position to take decisions which the mini
sters could then confirm under 11A11 • 

This greator delegation to sub-ministerial bodies in Brussels in 
the various fields would depend for its effectiveness on the ability, 
political, psychological, adninistrative, of all six gove~ents to send 
delegates able to commit them on the kind of points which now take up 
~isterial time. This would be a step of doubtful effectiveness, and 
one politically dubious. It would be distinctly federal in its implic
ations; the Permanent Representatives have, as is well known a psychology 
which makes them at the same time their countries' representatives to the 
Community, but advocates of Community solutions at home, and this would 
apply to any other body sitting more or less permanently. It would be a 
transfer of decision-making more patently open to the accusation of being 
undemocratic (in the eyes of some)and subversive of effective national 
sovereignty (in the eyes of others) than the present system. 

• ••• /4-
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The alternative is greater delegation of decision-making powers 
to the Commission, A distinction should at once be made between 
delegation of unchecked decision-making (as is the case, e,g, for the 
daily fixation of the farm levies) which it must be said has been limi
ted so far to the most minutely technical fields, and delegation subject 
to checks by a body parallel to the Council (management committee system.) 
The Council has been reluctant so far to contemplate delegating any de
cision-making powers to the Commission even of the smallest points. Any 
decision to delegate, >vi thin the framework either of gonoral Council 
decisions, or specifically under particular regulations, would necos~ 
sarily have political implications, and -;rould require a conscious choice, 
The field of the Community's external relations probably needs to be 
treated apart. Recent experience has provided a contrast between areas 
where the Treaty required the Community to act as a unit, with the Com
mission acting, •rithin the frruneuork of Council directives, on behalf of 
the Community, and those where no such requirement is written into the 
Treaty and either the Six are free to act or it is up to the Council to 
adopt solutions, The most striking contrast is between the Kennedy 
Round and the UNCTAD. Even in areas where the Commission negotiates, 
however, as for instance on association applications, the system has 
proved particularly slow and cumbersome (the Kennedy P~und offering an 
exception only during the closing phases when the negotiators uero up 
against an effective deadline and the negotiations had narrowed down to 
cover points within the general mandate laboriously uorked out in the 
Council), and the question of more effective delegation arises. It is 
even more markedly political here than in other fields, 

It may reasonably be asked tvhether the usG of majority voting is 
not a method of ensuring more effective and rapid operation of the Com
munity decision-making machinery. It is too easily forgotten that the 
controversy of 1965-66 turned not on the principle itself, but on its 
application in those major cases where a mGmbcr country could claim that 
a 11i:tattGr of vital national interest" was at stake, Neither side in the 
dispute coro.tested that in these cases the chances of a majority vota were 
remote not to say non-existent. Hhat was at stake uas a principle, far 
less than its practical implication, The use of majority v~ting on the 
other issues has never been contested by any member country; witness 
French acceptance since January 1966 of being outvoted on budgetary 
questions. If one adds to this the observation made by Noel and Etienne 
that during a representative period out of one hundred cases where majo
rity voting could have been used it was used only twelve times, but that 
in comparison tvith a hundred similar cases where it uas not yet possible 
the time required for a solution was on the av0rage about half, it is 
clear that there is no clear-cut obstacle here, The frontier betweGn 
what is or is not a vital national interest will be a shifting one, re
flecting the mood of the Community and the progress of integration ( and 
thG 1966 statements have changed littlG of this.) If no solution is 
found by delegation it seems likely that this kind of concealed majority 
voting (the concession made to avoid being put in a minority position) 
may be steadily extGnded under the sheer pressure of necessity, 

Extending for a monent these arguments to the enlarged Community, 
we may conclude: 
i) That the pressure on ministerial time will be increased for t1o~o 
reasons: 

a. During a fairly long period there will be particular problems 
of transition and adaptation requiring to be settled by the Council. 

b. In purely physical terms discussions on points which do come up 
to the ministers will take longer. 

There will thus be a greater necessity to render the system more 
effective in terms of the problems mentioned above, it is difficult to 
predict whether it would be by a strengthening of the sub-ministerial 
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apparatus 
/of the Council or by delegation to the Commission. If it were the 
latter, the political implications in terms of a pressure to improve 
democratic control could be expected to be stronger in the enlarged 
Community. 

As far as majority voting is concerned, it is to be expGcted tlnt the 
"invisible" effGcts of the majority voting rule would increase - being 
isolated in a Community of ten is a weaker position than in a ComrJunity 
of Six. On the other hand, the chances of a clash between two groups, 
one perhaps representing a minority jn the strict sense, but too influ~ 
ential to be p'Ut officially in a minority by the others, are presumably 
greater. In general the frontier of the reserved "vital national in; 
terests" would be expected to be driven back. Other things apart, the 
position of a country tb~eatening to withdraw from a Community of ten is 
infinitely weaker than it is in the present Community. Were Britain 
inside, li1 particular, any such threat from the French side would no 
longer be taken seriously, 

The position of the Commission vis-a-vis the Council must almost 
inevitably emerge strengthened from an increase in the number of members, 
the relative importa11ce of knot,ring the technical and political r.targin of 
manoeuvre of each being greater, and the scope for political bargaining 
also. Far purely practical reasons the Commission would need to be 
nlu~erically re-inforced in terms of officials in various fields. It 
would also receive a fruitful influx of trained administrators from the 
new member countries. 

Nevertheless, the fundamental choices for ensuring efficiency would 
remain as they are now: 

i. Increased delegation by the Council to semi-permanent sub-minis
terial bodies, with the implications mentioned. 

ii. Increased use of majority voting, 

iii. Increased delegation to the Commission, with similar implications 
as regards the democratic element in the constitution, 

All these would raise with increasing force the problem to be 
dealt with below, of the need for a change ll1 the relationship Council
Conunission-Parliament. 

2. Democracy, It is clear that the question of rendering the Com
nrunity "more democratic" cannot be tackled simplY in terms of ensuring 
direct election to the European Parliament, although this remall1s the 
key. At least three questions are llllked: the balance and shift of 
power between the decision-making bodies: the powers of the European 
Parliament in controlling them: the question of direct elections. 

It is unlikely that a very big leap can be made, to the kll1d of 
clearly federal system envisaged by some, Hhere the EEC Commission (or 
its successor) would have the decision-making power, subject to parlia
mentary control, and the Council would revert to an "upper chamb<:>r" role. 
Nevertheless it is ll1 this direction that any change bringL~g the Parlia
ment effectively in on the decision-makll1g process is bound to poll1t, 
witness the 1965 Commission proposals (limited it is true to the budget), 
t;hich would have effectively increased the power of the Commission and 
put the Council in tandem with the Parliament. 

. . .. /6. 
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Any solution which is to appear realistic should combine the 
following three elements: 

i. Establishment of a direct relationship between the Parliament 
and the Commission (beyond the lop-sided "right of dismissal but 
not of appointment" existing at present). This Dnplies, essent
ially, a changed method of appointment of the Commission.(! will 
~efer in this connection to the idea of direct election of the 
Executive as well as of the Parliament.) 

ii. Direct election of the European Parliament by universal 
suffrage. 

iii. Adaptation of the present decision-making procedure to give 
the directly elected Parliament say in it. This is a far reach
ing problem, especially if what is being sought is a half-way stage 
which leaves the Council, in which the interests of the govern
ments and states are represented, real influence on decisions taken• 

Ad i. At present the Executive is appointed by the member governments, 
and in practice each government has proved free to make its own appoint
ments, only the posts of president and vice-president being subject to 
debate. The Parliament plays no role in the appointment. It may b~ a 
vote of censure obtain dismissal of the Executive, but then has no say 
in its re-appointment. The High .lluthority and the Commissions have ih 
practice chosen to treat the Parliament with respect, take its views into 
account, and appear regularly before it to give account of their activi
ties, other than is the statutorily required annual report. Possible 
solutions ;rhich have been mooted for giving the relationship a more 
formal content are: 
a) Investiture of the Executive by the Parliament, and of any new 

members, also; 
b) choice of the members of the Executive from amongst the members 

of the Parliament; 
c) choice of a president who presents a team for investiture by the 

Parliament; 
d) direct election of the Executive, as a team. Executive and Parlia-

ment then both draw their authority from universal suffrage. 

- a) Investitute would change little with the present Parliament, if 
the choice of the Executive remained with the governments, and the body 
had to bo approved or rejected as a whole. Individual investiture 
would be invidious and would result in a clash, Parliament-national 
governments which 1-rould be undesirable and counter-productive. An 
intermediate solution whereby the first merged Executive would be : 
appointed but it would subsequently be renewed by eo-option of members 
subject to investitute, though ingenious, seems to be politically a 
non-starter. Finally a directly elected Parliament would want real 
influence in any investiture procedure, and leaving the appointments in 
the hands of the governments would not unsure this. 

- b) Executive chosen from the Parliament. This only makes political 
sense in the event of direct elections, when it would be a way of giving 
the Executive a direct relationship \dth the electorate as well as with 
the Parliament.* On the other hand it seems an unsatisfactory half-way 
stage, since if the members were to be chosen from the Parliament, the 
latter would want them to be representative, and the parties would want 
a say in their choice, there o10uld thus be no point in leaving the choice 
to the governments. 

The logic of the situation would then lead on towards (a), choice 
by one man, but it is then more realistic politically for him to be 
appointed or chosen by the Parliament. This in turn could be extended 

••• /to leave 
*It would also contribute to ensuring the level of membership of the 
Parliament. 
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to leave him the possibility of including in the Executive members who 
were not oloctod nwmbers of P:.'.I'linmont, provided they were cccopkcblo to 
the Po.rlLUl'ont. Tllis system would mc:J<e the president in particulOJ" 

and the ~ecutive in general, the creature of Parliament. It would have 
to continue to be subject to dismissal, and it might be necessary and 
advisable to give the Council a consultative role at least, if not more, 
in the choice of the Executive. Thus either the choice of president 
would be subject to the approval of the Council (majority vote) or he 
would seek investiture for the Executive on the Council as well as from 
the Parliament. The system sketched here l'Ould provide a useful half.., 
way house to that referred to under (d) direct election of the Executive 
by universal suffrage. The thought behind this scheme (which will be 
explained and defended in some detail in a paper to be presented to the 
Rifflet group by M. Robert Toulemon) is that an elected Parliament should 
have as its interlocutor an Executive also residing on direct suffrage! 
that direct election of one man is not realistic; that election of a team 
l'ould oblige the parties to work out balanced European lists. It seems 
to me that this scheme, though appealing in its logic, as interesting in 
its long-term implications, is too revolutionary to be presented as a 
realistic next step, and that the next 11leap 11 should be based rather on 
direct election of the Parliament and a reconstruction of the relation
ship Parlirunent-Executive-Council. 

Ad iii. To ensure democratic control at the Community level implies aa 
effective institutional relationship between the Parliament and the bodies 
taking decisions. It is this which is entirely lacking in the present 
system where the decisions are taken, save in minute and well-defined 
technical spheres, by the Council, which is in no way responsible or 
subject to the Parliament. Direct elections are not conceivable unless 
the elected Parliament is to be ensured effective control. There seems 
however to be a real danger in bringing about a relationship of control 
between the Parliament, once directly elected, and the Council, in which 
the interests of the member States are being defended. For the role of 
the two bodies is in a federal structur~potentially parallel control over 
decisions e.t the federal level, on behalf of the people, and on behalf of 
the units (i.e. the States.) 

It would therefore seem essential that there be a shift of power 
between the Council and the Commission - and this becomes conceivable 
from the moment the Collllllission itself is no longer the uncontrolled 
nreature:Jof the member governments, but has a basis, directly or indir
ectly, in direct suffrage through the control of Parliament. 

At this stage it is necessary to analyse more closely the present 
situation, some, very limited, powers of decision are delegated to the 
Commission; others are retained by the Council on the basis of Commis
sion proposals; in a third, wide field, the Council is the forum for 
co-ordination but does not take binding decisions. The only practical 
moves recently proposed were those of April 1965, which would have made 
the decisions of the Council on budgetary matters (though not the deci
sions which in fact determined the level of expenditure) subject to 
Parliamentary control, "hilst leaving the Council the final word. 

It might be possible, in the light also of what was said above on 
the need to render the institutions more effective, to envisage the fol
lowing system - extension of the number of fields where decisions are 

taken by the Commission (agriculture, commercial policy, 
external negotiations) subject to consultation of the 
Council, and to control by the Parliament. 
fields where the Council continues to take decisions on 
the basis of Commission proposals, but subject to final 
approval by the Parliament. 

- fields where the rule is that of co-ordination, and where 
the Commission is charged to keep the Pal"lioment fully 
informed of the situation. 

• •• /8. 
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The political aim in this would be to achieve a flexibility, and scope for 
a steady shift of weight from the Council to the Commission in terms of 
decision-making. Any new Treaty, whilst taking as its starting-point 
more or less the present stage of progress from confederal to federal , 
pattern should make possible through relatively simple constitutional 
amendment or better still b0T interpretation, this kind of shift. This 
kind of formula should not be beyond the ingenuity of the drafters. It 
should avoid creating the kind of hurdles or bottle-necks which direct 
elections have seemedto constitute this time, should be nearer the "little 
revision" of the ECSC Treaty than the "big revision", In other words the 
new Treaty should be an outline for gradual evolution of the institutional 
p~ttern, in response to the need for efficiency and to the growth and 
establishment of a federal political pattern through the operation of the 
elected Parliament and of a representative European Executive. 

Ad ii. Direct elections. It seems to me politically axiomatic that the 
move to direct elections should succeed the admission of new members, and 
should be achieyed with their pressure and support from within. Secondly, 
for reasons of political realism, direct elections must be combined with 
some kind of re-adjustment along the lines referred to above. This 
solution is to be preferred to the otherwise tempting idea of treating 
the first directly elected assembly as a constitutional assembly charged 
with elaborating changes in the constitution, These will need to be ex
tremely sophisticated and the parliamentary forum will not be the best 
for elaborating them, Also the calibre of the newly elected Parliament 
will depend on the answers worked out to some of the questions put above. 

I shall not attempt here to suggest solutions to the numerous pro
blems, most with political implications, which arise over direct elections, 
but rather to indicate what they are, as a basis for thought and discus
sion, It is clearly indispensable however to make choices on these points 
and to I•IOrk out a clear-cut, workable system on uhich there can be general 
agreement amongst those who wish to support the general idea of a demo
cratic Community. 
Questions which arise include: 
1. Elaboration of a single Community electoral system or usB of 

national systems, and if the first,which system. 
2. Number of members. 
3. Duration of legislature, 
4. Admission of Communists (problem re German system,) 
5. Possibility of candidates in other member countries (this is not an 

entirely academic point, particularly in a single Community system.) 
6. Compatibility of national and European mandates (need to examine the 

Italian half-way proposal, for direct election of half the delega
tion or half the members.) 

7. Salaries and Parliamentary facilities. 
8, Seat of Parliament, can a seat apart from the administrative centre 

be justified after direct elections. 

It will also be necessary to re-examine and re-furbish the arguments about 
the political efficic~cy of direct elections, e.g. 

shock effect on public opinion (Eurovision, etc.) 
- pressure on parties to present coherent European programmes. 

direct channel for individual and consumer representation. 
increased international weight of Parliament. 

~ On the basis of discussions on·this paper in both the Kuby group 
and the Eurodiners, the author would envisage producing a more 
precise paper indicating a choice of solutions, relating the problems 
more specifically to enlargement of the Community, and indicating 
possible timing. This paper could also contain a series of choices 
on the detailed aspects of the direct elections problem, 
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A COMMON POLICY FOR EUROPE ON SCIENCE M~D TECHNOLOGY. 

By Christopher L~~on 

THE 11 GAP 11 

Ten years ago "Catching up with America" was a favourite economic 
slogan for politicians in rival Continents. But all the signs today are 
that the United States, the richest country in the world, is maintaining its 
economic lead over all challengers and in particular over the world's second 
richest industrial region, western Europe, In the late '50s a~d early '60s 
the dynamic Continental econorr~es seemed to be catching up. Since 1961 the 
astonishing American economy, growing at a rate of 4 to 5% per year, has been 
increasing its lead, 

Europeans have felt the impact of America's economic dynamism, n3t 
only through the massive expansion of American exports (from$ 19,635 million 
in 1960 to$ 26,622 million in 1965) but through the steady growth of American 
direct investment in western Europe, from some $4,151 million in 1957 to 
$12,067 million in 1964. That investment which once pioneered the bread and 
butter industries of Europe's new affluence, from sewing machines to tract~rs, 
now concentrates in particular on still newer industries - electronics, com
puters, sophisticated chemicals - in which America has pioneered the way, 
Over 75% of the European market for computers is now in the hands of American 
or partly-American companies, All the carbon black in western Europe is pro
duced by American firms, 

In the aircraft industry American companies Qr products have claim
ed over 50% of the Eurcpean market for some years, Aviation is the most 
swiftly growlng section of the transport industry, yet without either ever
grOl·r.ing government subsidies or radical changes cf some kind it is doubtful 
whether the British and French aircraft industries can survive. 

The concentration of research and development expenditure and 
decision-making centres in the United States in t1trn sets up a series gf pro
cesses which tend tv enlarge the "gap." The oost and most enterprising brains 
in Europe "drain" to America because they are c.ffered the best research facil
ities there and the most exciting work, Enterprising Europew1 firms seek 
American, not European, partners because there is more to learn from the United 
States. Except in chemicals, the largest U,S, firms tend to be much larger 
than their equivalents in Europe, So, if there are mergers or takeovers, 
Americens tend to be buying European firms and not the reverse, 

THE CONSEQUENCES 

All this has led to consequences which fill many Europeans with 
concern: 

(a) The tendency for the great international corporations to be 
baseQ in the United States must mean a growing concentration of economic power, 

(b) Political consequences can follow from the concentration of 
high technology in American hands, On two occasions in particular, American 
decisions have arrested French economic and nuclear development; the U.S, 
g~vernment for some time forbade the sale of a large computer to the French 
government in the belief that this would accelerate France's independent 
nuclear programme, U.S, pressure prevented the United Kingd~m from const-
ructing a nuclear enrichment plant for the French, obliging them to spend vast 
sums UQ Qeveloping the technology for themselves. French suspicions of 
America, and the unsuccessful French attempt to retain some control over key 
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industries like computers, owe much to these examples of the use of economic 
power. 

(c) Economically the concentration of Research a.11d Developme!lt 
expenditure in the newest industries in America. has M effect on the pattern 
of international tra.de e.'1d on economic growth. A study by Donald Keesing+ 
shows a remarkable correlation between intensive research and development in 
the United States and a large American share in trade. In the l"11erican ~r
craft industry, for instance, where 7,71% of employees were scientists and 
engineers engaged in R, and D. in January 1961 (the highest proportion for 
any industry) the United States e<as responsible for 59% of exports by the 
ten ma.j or industrial cotmtries of the Atla.'ltic area; in office machinery 
(5,09% of employees scientists and engineers) for 35% of exports, in drugs 
6.1% and 33%. At the other end of the scale, in ten American industries in 
which less than 1% ~f the labour force were employed in R, and D. the U.S. 
had less than 20% of exports by the ten cou.'1tries, 

Europe's negative "balance of payments" in licenses and kno~<how 
is a more modest consequence of the technologico.l gap, it is proba'oly a.· 
logical and necessary consequence of America 1 s higher level of economic devel
opment; Europe, after all, has a surplus on trade in 1 knowhow 1 ;.d.th the less 
developed countries, But this one-;ray flow of knowledge has wider implica
tions. In the oligopolistic pattern of modern industry, the market in pat
ents and knowhow has great importance. The possession of a key patent con
fers economic power, and affects the price of other patents, and arr~~gements 
about marketing and production. The terms of trade in knowledge tand to be 
adverse. 

(d) Then there are the sheer competitive advantages conferred 
by scale. Large scale output and large sccle research mean, in the end, 
cheaper production, new products and processes a'ld more wealth. 

(e) nnally, the brain drain has social as well as economic 
consequences, If the biggest opportunities beckon from across the Atlantic, 
Europe 1 s potential social as well as acade01ic and industrial leaders ,,>ill tend 
to go west, weakening in the process the fabric of European society, 

Not only Europeans, but Mericans, have a long terw interest in 
avoiding these consequences, A balanced Atlantic partnersbJp requires Europe 
to be economicclly strong - as a market for kneric~'l prodnats, as a source in 
turn of new technologies, ru1d as a partner in carrying the world responsibility 
of assisting the .developing cotmtries to their feet. 

l1AKH!G EUROPE A STROFGE.ll. PARTNER 

(i) The Corr~on ~~ket 

Some of these 1.reaknesses can be remedied simply by the implement
ation of the common market, The existence of a single European market ldJ_l 
give European industry the chance to adapt its operations to a home market of 
Continental scale, 

(ii) 

help. 

British Membership 

British membership of the existing Commtmities should be a further 
The ihceme of the present commtmity is half that of the United States. 

• •• /The admission 
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The admission of Britain ond other EFTA c01mtries could go far to redress 
this imbalonce, Britain h~s more large industrial companies than individual 
countries on the Continent. Of the world's 500 largest companies, 306 were 
based in the United States in 1963, 74 in the common market and 53 in Britain, 
Britain also brings to the Conmunity a research and development effort roughly 
equivalent in size to Frfu<Ce ~~d Germru1y combined+ (some 2.3% of national ·in
cone in 1963; 1.6% fqr Fr"l.nce, 1.4% for Hest Germany); it has the largest 
European aircraft, computer md nuclear industries, British participation in 
the life of the existing European con~unities nust bring an overall increase in 
economic strength, 

(iii) Beyond the Hone Treaty: 
European Company L'l.W, Patents and Standards; 
Capital lhrket. 

The full benefits cf industrial integration in the European market 
h3.V•3, however, still to be g'l.thered, and require a new impetus from governments, 
Though takeovGrs and technical agreements across frontiers have been common, 
mergers between 1'uropem comp.ardes will remain r<3J:i'Jl'knbly difficult until agree-
ment has been reached on a common Company Law, and en a harmonised fiscal , 
system, The J~ericru1 concern with subsidiaries in several countries (like 
I.B.l'l.) can integrate its operations far more easily than can two soparate 
European companies (say English Electric and Siemens) seeking t~ combine, 

A Europe~n patent lm< is also of crucial importance if European 
countries are to pool knowledge as effoctiYely as possible. The development 
of cormnon standards in evGry industrial field, from the licensing cf tractors to 
the maximum load limit in certain electric power cables, is fundamental, In
dustry cannot speak of a "large home market" until standardisation has been 
achieved, 

The development of an integrated European capital market is essent
ial too, if interest rates are to be lowered and European conpanies are to be 
able to call on resources comparable to those available in the United States, 

(iv) Joint Policies in SciGnce Hnd Technology 

All this means simply that the Rome Tre~ty must be put into 
practice, with all that this implies, 

But creating a single European market will still not reproduce all 
the conditions which have generated /~erica's formidable technological lead, 
The state plays a key part in the now technologies. In the United States 
federal spending was responsible for about 63% of the total R. and D, spending in 
1962, Noreover, it is precisely in the fields where U.S, federal spGnding is 
so massive (aero-space, computers) ·that American firms tend to dominate the 
European market, In Europe too government plays a major part in fin~~cing 
not only research in these defence-orientated industries, but in pure research 
in the universities, The public sector accounts for about a third of the 
gross national expenditure of West European states, Government buying, or 
buying by public authorities, has a major impact on the behaviour, structure 
a~d commercial situation of industries as diverse as nuclear power equipment, 
telephones, railways and avi~tion. A full pooling of European resources in 
science and high technology requires joint policies by European governments to 
a degree scarcely envisaged in the Treaty of Rome and certainly not practiced 
by its members, 

This is the or~g~n of the proposal to create a European Science 
and Technology Community, a proposal endorsed by all three major British 

.. , /political 
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political parties+ and by the European parliament of the Six. Others have 
suggested that there should be an extension of the powers of the existing 
Communities, This paper briefly analyses existing European co-operation in 
science and technology and draws some provisional conclusions about what 
should be done in the future, 

+ See: Speech by the Prime Minister at Mansion House, 
November, 1966. 

Conservative Political Centre, December, 1966, 
Speech by Jo Grimond at Bristol, December, 1965. 

LESSONS FRON EUROPEAN CO-OPERATION IN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 

SECTORS EXAHINED. 

A. AIRCRAFT: Bilatcralism in Practice. 

Very large sums of money have been invested by France and Britain 
in the various joint, bilateral aircr2ft and production projects set up dur
ing the last seven years, 

Both Britain and France have now realized that they cannot hope 
to support an aircraft industry in the future in isolation, In the year 
April 1965 to April 1966 the United States aircraft industry sold approxima
tely 400 eivilian cornnercial aircraft all over the world, The entire 
European industry sold less than 50. 200 is a very large average initial 
order for fighter aircraft in Europe; a co~~on initial order in the United 
States is for some 2,000. The necessity for assured markets larger than 
the small European nation has become plain if there is to be any hope ef 
survival for the European aviati~n industries. So has the need for joint 
development programmes to share the immense cost of developing modern air
craft, The f~llowing joint projects have therefore been set up or pro
posed by the British and French Governments as a means of sharing costs and 
markets. 

r. CONCORDE: 

The tre.aty "n the lmglo-French supersonic airliner was signed in 
1962, Development costs, originally put at £150 million hwe risen to 
£400 million, Total expenditure may roach £1,500 million by the time the 
aircraft is complete, The aircraft is being constructed jointly by BAG 
and Sud Aviation, and the engines by Bristol Siddeley engines and SNECNA. 
The French generally supervise construction of the airframe, the British the 
engines. Potential orders are put at some 300 and the aircraft should have 
a lead of 2 to 3 years over U.S, competitors. 69 have been ordered so far. 

Achievements and Shortcomings 

Technically, the pr.,ject is claimed to be going well by those 
involved, But costs have soared, Production, development and costs are 
split on a 50-50 basis, though the complexities of co-operation are alleged 
to increase costs by some 25%. There are two production lines, when one 
should be enough, 

Concorde is managed on the basis of a strictly Government to 
Government agreement, so that on each side of the channel the companies have 
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constantly to refer to their own Governments which then meet to discuss the 
question in committee, Concorde is on the margin of the technical nnd 
managerial capabilities of the two industries, 

II, MARTEL: 

An air launched guided missile, 

Development is now complete and the missiles are ready for pro; 
duction, Here the allocation of dov0lopment and costs is on a more complex 
basis - 50% of production is shared in relation to the R, and D, expenditure 
of each partner, Exports are shared equally, The rest of production is. 
shar8d in r8lation to orders by each country, 

III, JAGUAR: 

A strike-trainer aircraft, 

Her8 the institutional structure has been taken a step further 
forward, A joint Government management co~~ittee has been set up manned 
by four French and four British representatives, On each side of the channel 
an executive has been appointed, the French one for the engine, the British 
for the airfrnme. Under each of these is a pair of companies (Breguet and 
BAG as joint 'l.irfra'ile contr'J.ctors; Rolls Royce and Turbomeca as engine cont
ractors). Each pair has set up a joL~t subsidiary complli>Y to carry out its 
work (SEPECAT), The subsidiaries are required to split the work 50-50 as 
far as possible, 

French practice, which is claimed to be faster, has been adopted 
for the programming of the airframe through the various phases of development. 
The first aircraft is due to fly early in 1963 and first deliveries are due in 
1970. 

IV. Vf.RIABLE-GEO~~TRY AIRCR!,FT 

A possible strike-interceptor aircraft for the '70s based on the 
St<ing-wing principle, 

Fra11ce has been cautious about reaching a final agreement+ on this 
project for a variety of good reasons. Its budget is m1dor heavy pressure, 
because of the oscal.o.ting costs of the force de frappe; the aircraft itself, 
like Concorde, is on the borderline of the French industry's technical capa
bility; if this project goes through, together with those listed below, the 
French industry will be almost totally committed to joint projects with 
Britain, while the British industry, though deeply involved as well, will 
retain some national projects and some joint work with the ~~ericru1s, The 
project also poses difficult industrial problems for France, If it go8s 
a.l-)ead, France 1 s existing nation,U project for a Dassaul t interceptor 1 pm;ered 
by a SNECl1A TF.306 (ex Pratt and Whitney) engine, will have to be dropped. 
For a while Dassault may have surplus productiQ~ capacity, and SNECMA problems 
of adjustment, 

One wider issue is also brought home forcibly by the V.G, project, 
It is extremely expensive and production for the British and French m.arkets 
alone means high costs per unit, Sales to Germany and other European coun-
tries could make a major difference to unit costs. 

The V,G. problem thus brings up a series of wider issues. If co
operation in aviation is to go much further, it must extend beyond individual 
ad hoc projects to include broader planning of the future of the industry as a 
wholG; it must n.lso bring in the Germans; and it must include a policy on 
Europe 1 s future industrial structure (which French firm is to combine with 
which British firm, and so forth). 

• .• /6. 
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HELICOPTERS: 

A joint programine to construct:.,-

(i) An air transport helicopter 

( ii) 1; light observation hdlicopter 

(iii) A utility helicopter, 
worth in all some £220 million, 

In this field France has pioneered development and invention, 
So here, while production would be shared 50-50, three-quarters of develop
ment has been or will be done in France, if the programme is agreed, 

VI, AIRBUS: 

Not yet off the ground, Here, while the French and British, and 
later the German Governments, have been positively interested, eighteen 
months have been lost while the airlines failed to reach agreement on their 
requirements. 

The failure, so far, of the airbus project illustrates wider pro
blems; if Governments have the will, they can agree a1d execute military 
proje~ts, but joint civil ones require the airlines to agree on a joint buying 
policy; again, in the case of Germany, the will to agree on a joint speci
fication would be stronger if it were clear that German firms were to parti
cipate in the development and manufacture of the airbus, and how this would 
be done. 

CONCLUSION OF AVIATION 

(i) It works 

The Angl~French aircrnft projects have important morals. First, 
the two industries have embarked on co-operation with far more zeal and success 
than seemed possible four years ago, Despite extra costs of co-operation 
(often put .at some 25%), the savings 11n development costs, though 50-50 shar
ing, have been large, A sense of partnership has been built up by some cf 
the firms involved, and particularly by BAG and Sud Aviation, BSE and SNECHA 
whose joint work on Concorde is the sequel to a long history of interfirm 
collaboration. 

(ii) Bring in the Germn..11S 

Yet the basic fact remains that even an Angle-French aircraft in
dustry is not viable, unless it en..~ get assured access to a wider European 
market. This means bringing in the Germans on a large scale. 

(iii) Common Institutions needed 

Co-operation between Governments and firms has already shown too 
that managing a project on an inter-Governmental and inter-firm basis can be 
complicated and expensive. If more Governments are brought in, and more 
committees formed, decision-making becomes even slower and costlier, If 
Anglo-Frcnch co-operation is to be extended to other European countries the 
pressure therefore grows for more streamlined institutions, which can take 
decisions quicY~y. In the United States a body such as the National Aero
nautics and Space Administration has a budget and wide powers to take decis
ions, organise and modify projects, a~d place contracts, A joint aviation 
programme for Europe requires the establishment of a central institution, with 
power to take certain management decisions within a broad programme laid down 
by Governments, 

.. . /7. 
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(iv} A Europaan Aircraft Programme 

If there is to be full use of Europe's productive resources in 
aviation, there must be an element of longterm planning for the European 
industry as a whole. Obviously, in an industry where projects tnke ten 
years to mature, there must be longterm planning, and if the bulk of work 
is to be done under European contracts, the planning must be European too. 
So long as projects are agreed on an individual ad hoc basis, Governments 
will continue to take out national insurance policies, which increase over
heads and costs. Obviously, if a government embarks on a joint project but 
decides to keep some national capacity in being at the same time "just in 
cnse", there is waste. The waste has no ration.al justification, for it is 
going to be hard for a Europe&~ industry to survive; national industries 
have no chance whatever. OptDnum use of European productive resources in 
aviation therefore requires planning of future projects at the European 
level to fit the structure and capacity of the European industry. It re
quires a basic political decision to develop and maintain a European aircraft 
industry - and not several separate national industries, brought together 
from tL~e to time when it seems convenient. 

(v) An industrial strategy 

It also req~ires the Europenn Goverrunents to agree on a strategy 
for the structure of the industry. If there are to be European projects and 
orders, there must be European companies to carry them out. If separate 
national firms remain in being, there is a wasteful duplication of management 
structures and overheads, slow decision-making and expensive communications, 
which would not be present in a single European company. In straight com
petition between the BoeL'lg compa:1y and a ra'llbling consortium of Sud Aviation, 
BAC and Dornier, supervised by the three Governments, the ,tmeric~'l company 
would have a big lead in managerial speed and efficiency. If competition is 
required as a means of keeping producers on their toes, it must be part of 
this European industrial strategy. lhtional oconol!'ies simply are not big 
enough to support firms of optimum scqle which compete as well. 

Unfortunately, Governments have, in the last year, been develop
ing policies which make this European industrial strategy more difficult. 
The British Government in particular has pushed the British engine and air
frame manufacturers into t'JO single large units. This will make it harder 
to arrange a marriage with their French partners. Bristol Siddeley engines 
and SNECMA have long work<>d together on a friendly basis. It would have been 
natural &~d easy for the two firms to merge and form a single European comp&~y. 
Now that BSE has been swallowed by Rolls Royce the match becomes more diffi
cult, for the British partner is so much larger than the snall French firm 
that a morg·'•r is bound to be a takeover in fact. The sar:Je considerations 
apply, L'l lessor degree, to a possible merger between BAC and Sud. Never
theless, it is vital to back up joint industrial activities by joint ownership. 

(vi) How much protection? 

Flow much protection could or should the Europeans, jointly give 
their aircraft industry? The Germans, Italians and others CruL'lot be expected 
to grant orders to Franco-British ~rcraft, instead of American ones, unless 
there is some economic or political advantage in it for them. The common 
market, it is true, does place a 10% tariff on aircraft and aircraft parts. 
But this may not provide a sufficient competitive advantage, initially, to 
beat Junerican credit terms and the massive help provided by a large home 
market for both military· and civil aircraft. 

There is a respectable economic argument for establishing an 
effectively highc;r tariff for Government orders while the European industry 
consolidates and becomes competitive. After a period, the tariff, or a 
"shadow tariff", could be reduced, provided the massive American protection 
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(provided by the Buy American Act in the military case) were reduced 
proportionately. 

The Germans and other European countries can be expected to 
participate in such an arrangement on two major conditions: first that 
they share in the development of new rcircraft and are therefore enabled to 
pTiticipate in the commercial profits of this protected markt:t and in the 
technologies involved; second, that there is a political commitment to 
Europe by Britain and France which gives Germany some of the security hitherto 
provided by its J~ericnn ties. 

The creation of a viable European aircraft industry, in short, 
requires something like the European Aircraft Agency originally proposed in 
the Spaak report in 1957. It requires a strategy to create and protect 
European comp~~ies and a joint plan and purchasing policy for the future. 
How does this conception c~mpare with the needs of other sectors of tech
nology? 

Two joint European org~~isations are in existence: 

· (i) ELDO, the European Launcher Development Organisation, was 
established by a convention of April 1962. Its original task was to 
develop a three-stage European space rocket, based on the redundant British 
missile, Blue Streak. It has six European members (the common market 
countries except Luxembourg, and Britain); Australia provides launching 
facilities at Woomera. 

In one sense·ELDO is more advAAced, institutionally, than the 
bilateral Franco-British wiation projects. It is run by a Council, with 
two-thirds majority voting on certain issues, provided members contributing 
85% of the,cost (i.e. U.K., France rund Germany) concur. 

The ELDO organisation, however, has thrO\ID up a number of 
fund.cunentli problems. First, there is the basic question what the organ
isation is for. For the British; the ~riginal political motive - to find 
a use for Blue Streak and de something "European" at the time of Mr. Hac
millrrn's first attempt to join the common market -was understandable. So 
Has the response of its partners who were persuaded tk,t this was a sensible 
way of getting into the "space race." But though ELD0 1s original objeetive, 
to get a three-stage rocket in the air, is making slow but real progress, 
there is no ulterior aim co!'lparccble to those behind the U.S. programme - to 
develop a nucle.o,r capacity, get a !'lnn up and get to the moon before the 
Russians. Only in 1966 was it decided to develop launcher capacity capable 
of putting up a communications satellite. Jmd it is still not clear when 
this is to be done. Since ELDO was formed, the gap in time between 
European and lunerican space developments seems to have widened. 

ELIXl's costs have escalated from an original budget of £70 
million in five years to £158 million. In consequence of this pressure, 
Britain succeeded in persuading its partners, in the summer of 1966, to 
reduce the British share of the budget from 39% to 27%. But costs are 
still rising and the escal<tticn is the more disquieting in a progrrunrne where 
the aim remains uncertain. 

Finally, there has been criticism of ELD0 1s decision-making 
machino~J. Ultimately, key decisions have to be taken by the Council. The 
process has been slow and frustrating for those working on the project. 
Much precious time has been lost while Gove~~ents debate, and refer back, 
and file aHay, and reconsider, and generally treat this massive and urgent 
project in the srune kind of Hay as the British Government treats a decision 
to build a by-pass. 

Probably the major weakness here remains not so much the 
machinery as the absence of a clearcut aim in the programme. 
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(ii) ESRO, The European Space Research Organisation, established in 
June 1962, was born of more propitious circTh~stances. Though given impetus 
by Britain's first application to join the common market, it originated in 
discussions amongst the scientists who took part in the creation of CEnN 
(see below). Its aims are scientific roso1rch in space. ESRO was given 
a relatively purposeful rcsu(U'ch progr?Jnme, tog;,ther with o. serias of five
yen:r budgets. 

Nationo.l delegations ho.ve on occasions tinkered with the prog
ramme and the budget, but the Council meets only twice a year. Contracts 
have not been farmed out in nn.tiono.l slices as in ELlXJ but placed competit
ively. ESRO has five satellites under development, a testing range at 
Kiruna, Sweden, sounding rockets and heuthy computer facilities. 

Like ELDO, however ESRO does suffer from the lack of an overall 
~trategy for Europem space research 1md development. Where is the know
ledge learnt from its satellite programme to be applied? Where is the 
"fo.llout" to fall? The development of EuropeM communications satellites 
seems the obvious next :>bjoctive. But as yet there is no programm(l or 
machinery for this. 

What is needed, as in aviation, is the estnblishment of an 
overall programme, operated by a single mn.nagement authority, which could 
take both ELlXJ and ESRO under its •~ng. Under its aegis, a separate 
com1nercio.l organisation should be set up to devolop European conummications 
satellites and ground stations. Government contributions to this should 
t~e the form, not merely of development grants, but of invested capital, 
on which Governments could expect a return. Further capital would be 
raised on the market and from nc.tional post office n.nd television authorities. 

C, CO!o!PUTERS 

Here the needs are in many ways similar t~> those of aviation, 
but ~uch less has been done. Over 75% of the European market is in the 
hands of American firms, and in recent years it hRs often seemed doubtful 
whether a European industry could survive. Yet corr~ercial computers and 
process-control eguipment are of key ~portance in the coming phase of the 
industrial revolution. A very large part of industrial organisati~>n, as 
well as the control of many processes, will be computerised. Dependence 
on bought computers means dependence on buying a naj or managerial skill. 
The computer market in 1Ul'opo is expanding by some 22% per year. Parti-
cipation in it, by European-owned firms, means participating in a key growth 
industry, nnd this time one which h'ls far largor civil than milito.ry applic
ations. 

In computers the skills the United States is able to sell to 
Europe are;, c.s in m.my other fields, an invalu'lble source of wealth. But 
there is, L~ this new industry, a powerful case for building up at least one 
or two strong majority-European mmed industrial Mmputer groups, as a means 
of attracting and retaining in Europe valuable trained men and women, as an 
instrument f~r bargaining with large American firms, as a source of effective 
competiti"n with them, and as an insurance policy to enable European Govern
ments to impose the best terms on /unerican firms operating in Europe. One 
industrial view is that a dynamic drive to revive a European computer industry 
could recover at least 50% of the European market. 

The need for industrio.l consolidation if a EuropeM computer 
industry is to survive was brought home in the study on R. and D. in elect
ronic capito.l goods by Freeman, Harlow, Fuller and Carnow,+ With a "thres
hold development cost" ranging from £1-2 million for a small scientific computer, 
to £10-40 million for a communications satellite, it is clear that very large 
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firQS are needed if Europe is to be in the forefront of development in 
electronics, 

The computer industry is also one where stQtc expenditure and 
policy can play a key role, In the United St~tes electronic capital goods 
industry, two-thirds of research and development expenditure is, according 
to Freeman, financed by the Federal Government. In Europe, quite apart from 
defence needs, the British, French Md German Governments, have o:tc]l taken 
the decision to give financial backing to their national computer industries. 

But a major change of policy is needed in all these countries 
if a viable European industry is to be developed, Each country, at present, 
is seeking to develop a national industry, In Britain t5 million has been 
invested in ICT's development by the Government, together with funds for 
export finance, In France 48 million francG is being invested in the new 
CITEC group under the "pla!l calcul, tr In Germany Government }lelp is also 
being given. 

These funds certainly give European computer manufacturers a new 
lease of life, But there is little prospect that they will enable them to 
survive effectively in the long run. 

In FrMce, it may take some five years to develop a. new rang~ of 
couputers. By that time new American models may make them out of date, In 
Germany the industry is in its infancy. The British coraputer industry is in 
a much stronger position, .md ICT 1 s current range is meeting unexpected success. 
But the problem will revive wh0n the company must embark on a new generation of 
computers, During the next ten yeors ICT will certainly expand, but will it 
become viable on its own? If the formidable challenge of f~erican computer 
manufacturers is to be met effectively, Government action in Europe will have 
to be designed, not just to defend small national computer manufacturers, but 
to build up stronger European groups. It might take the following forms: 

(1) Joint Govcrnment backing for a largo computer, 
As an Angle-French project, this one has been allowed to drop. Both 
Governments were short of funds, and in Frmce the decision has been rein
forced by the American decision to allow France to buy a large CDC computer 
nft~r all. 

The fact remains that a large computer will have growing uses, 
within Government, for scientific calculations, and as a key piece in a 
computer grid, . If development and later sales are left to the United States, 
Europe mny be left out of a lqrge area of technology, 

soft>mre. 
elements of 
operational 

( 2) A conunon policy would also bG particularly valuable 
Apart from joint policies on standards, patents and other 
the common market, a community agreement should be sought 
requirements of data processing; i,c,: 

A cow~on order code 
Specified electronic interfaces 
Standardisation on a few efficient, high level languages 
for "compilers.n 

in 
basic 
on the 

(3) Backing up this common policy should be a common purchasing 
policy by public authorities, designed to rationalise the industry. There 
should be an attempt to promote specialisation by particular European firr.~s in 
particular fields, Spocialisation does not necessarily require mergers, 
The large development funds being put into the industry must be used as a. tool 
to promote such specialisation, and judicious mergers. 

Here decisions ought to be taken soon by the British Government, 
There has been talk of pressure on ICT to merge with English Elcwtric; such 
a merger, liko the national mergers in the a.ircrnft industry, would make 
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European mergers more difficult to achieve. Instead the Governments should 
start thinking out a European strategy: a possible mergpr between ICT and 
CITEC; a get-together between English Electric and Siemens, both partners of 
RCA 1 to craate a far more powerful unit at the European end, Philips might 
play a part in either of these groups, 

(4) There might, finally, be a joint tra;ning programme for 
European computer programmers, growing out of a joint programme of requirenents 
by the Governments. Software, and the training of people, is the biggest 
current bottleneck. If agreement can be reached on req<lirements, there is a 

_ strong case for joint action to put it right, 

D. NUCLEAR POWER 

In this field a Community-style organisation, Euratom, is already 
in existence, But Britain, with a larger nuclear effort than any other 
Eliropean country, is outside it, Here, British membership of Euratom 
would, on its own, produce a najor ch~~ge in the situation, But more is needed, 
for in its ten-year history important wealmesses in Euratom have already been 
revealed, 

Euratom has the following achievements to its credit: 

(a) The establishment of four community research centres, 
working on a number of topics, and in particular the 
Orgel rcse'll'ch reactor, 

(b) A large-scale progr.:J.Illmc of research in light water 
reactors in partnership with the u.s. Atomic Energy 
Conunission, 

(c) Partnership with the U.K. and other European cou_~t
ries in the "Dragon" project, 

(d) The development of the technique of "contracts of 
association", in particular covering thermo-nuclear 
fission studies, fast reactors, nuclear ship propul
sion and agricultural and medical research, 

(e) The establishment of a documGntation centre and the 
dissem~~tion of information from its own or contract 
resen-eh. 

But is h'l.s had the following shortcomings: 

(a) The French Government hQs carried on the bulk of its 
efforts outside the common programme, and this has 
encourrtged others to do the same, 

{b) The Conmd.ssion has not shown the same drive and 
skill as its counterpart in the E.E.C. The need 
for a unanimous, rather than a majority vote on 
the programma has been a handicap. In fact even 
the Euratom institutions have not contained a strong 
enough manageri-al body at tho centre. 

(c) The failure to avoid overlapping in the new and 
important fiold of fast breeder reactors tYPifies 
Euratom's weaknesses. There is a strong possib
ility that three fast breeder reactor prototYPes 
will be built :in the Community (one in France and 
two by private German industrial concerns,) Of 
these t1.10 will be sodium-cooled (the ey stem used at 
Dounreay) and one steam-cooled. There will be dup
lication in a field where Britain is several years 
ahead, 
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(d) Euratom has not developed a common Etcr·opean 
nuclear power programme. 

These weaknesses are matched by a different series of British 
interests and achievements, Britain has invested vast sums in nuclear 
resenrch and development, but badly needs to find a way of getting a 
commercial return. At the srune time it has much to offer the Community in 
nuclear technology, In part this is a simple commercial operation. It is 
probably time to turn the Atomic Energy Authority into a corrunercial under":' 
taking, capable of selling the technology it has built up. Inside Euratom 
the common tariff will give British consortia a better chance to sell AGR's 
and other nuclear equipment than in the past, But plainly more than a 
short-term co'1l!llercial policy is needed if the fruits of Britain's nuclear 
effort are to serve as the basis for a stronger European nuclear industry, 
If Britain joins Euratom, there seems scope for the following joint actio~s:-

(1) In fast breeder reactors the Atomic Energy Authority ought 
immediately to embark on a bold licensing policy in Europe, licensing its 
fast breeder engineering technology to Europeen firms or groups on advantageous 
terms, It should use this tool as a means of encouraging joint consortia 
between British and Continental firms, which should mean that later construc
tion would tend to contain a mixture of British and Continental components. 
It should cross-license with the Continental prototype constructors of fast 
breeders to ensure that it acquires any valuable knowhow which they develop. 

It has been suggested that Dounreay be made a "European" pilot 
plant and opened ta officinls of Euratom and the other national atomic energy 
authorities, There is a problem here, When construction cf the prototype 
began, there was a strong case for making it 11European, 11 Todny the basic 
research is complete and the project is bocomi.'1g "commarcial 11 so that the main 
kno>rhow coming out of it is engineering technology which cr~n conveniently and 
lucr::ctively be sold commercially, No less importnnt, the German plant·s are 
private enterprise undertakings; a joint rese,rch policy by governments would 
be difficult to apply here, 

Probably the most sensible procedure would be a British initiative 
for a meeting of the Vanisters concerned from France, Britain, Italy and 
Germany with the aim of harmonising the purposes of their nationd projects 
within the Eur:J.tom fr'lmework (the British concentrating on sodium reactors, 
the Germans on steam, the Fr·3nch and Italians perhaps on a large testing 
programme). \ofuat can be done at this stage may turn out to be limited, but 
it should be tried, 

(2) Industrid Structure: In nucle.1r power, once again, 
there is a n0cd for a "Europeo.n" policy to ration::clise industrial structures, 
There are already too many nuclear consortia in Britain duplicating each others' 
efforts. \ofuat is needed is a systematic policy by Europem Governments, acting 
jointly, to build up a series of specialist industrial groups in Europe, The 
key feature of such a policy would be the encouragmnent of specialist manufac
ture by selective contracts:- one group to specialise on the manufacture of 
sodium pumps (say) another on boiler tubes. Such a policy would require a 
lar-ge measure of co-ordinc;tion of buying policy by Europea.'1 electric power 
compe:nies. 

(3) Enriched fuel: An obvious nroo. for a corunon policy will be 
the supply of partially enriched fw:.,l for power renctors in the '70s and 80s. 
Opportunities have been missed here, It would hnve boon logical to concentratG 
production of such fuel in the British plant at Caponhurst, now being converted 
tc commorcio.l use, But France is trying to develop its own enrichment plant; 
and the opportunity for Britain to construct a plant for Fr.mce, under licence, 
was missed somo years ago. Nevertheless, during the 180s European needs will 
be soaring. It would be shear common sense to focus demands on these two 
plants so that th0y can bocome wholly competitive in scale with the threa giant 
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American plants already in existence, 

This will require, initially, a degree of protection against 
&~erican exports- perhaps by a tariff. Better still would be planned 
expansion of the British and possibly French plants on the basis of assured 
European orders. The bost way of providing such a guarantee would be invest
ment, by other Europeans, in a chunk of the Caponhurst plant - nnd in Pierrelatte 
if it is successful. 

There is a difficulty here, A full sharing of the knowhow from 
Capenhurst ~eons a sharing of the one remaining secret of the bo~b. It could 
break any non-proliferation treaty, At this stage it m<1y be that British 
knowhow could be shared with Franco, But non-proliferation could rule out 
sharing Hith the rest of Europe, This is a matter for cm·eful study, The 
Euratom orgnnisation of course has an inspection system uhich might make this 
problem easier to resolve than appears at first sight, , 

In a sense this c~nfir~s the need to concentrate enrichment facil
ities in France and Britain, and not build a plant in Germany. The present 
West German Govern~ent has no Hish to ruin the chances for non-proliferation, 
But the Germans might in fairness have to be compensated by the construction 
in Germany of another major nuclear venture, 

(4) Desalination could be another area in which a generous 
British licensing policy, plus tactful diplomacy and salesmanship could lead 
to the adoption of jointly constructed AGR reactors in the Mediterranean area 
1-lith mutual benefit, 

In the field of applied nuclear technology, in short, there is 
much scope for a more effective pooling of resources. But it will require a 
strengthening of the Euratom institutions to provide more effective m~~agoment, 
the development of a joint procurement policy and a common policy .. n industrial 
structure, as well as a single minded British initiative to make Britain's 
nuclear knowhow the foundation of a strong European nuclear industry. 

PURE SCIENCE 

Aviation, space, computers and nuclear power are not the ~nly areas 
in 1-lhich European countries hnve co-operated :md could do more in the future, 
Indeed these industries are in a sense the "future industries" of the past. In 
the first three, at any rate, the United States is already far ahead, Joint 
action j_n Europe may do no more than enable a viable industry to survive, And 
there are still important areas which are bGst loft to the United States, 

What is needed is a joint policy dcdgned to promote new science and 
technology, which can give Europe a future load, It could start by the devel
opment of a common European policy for science itself. 

Already there is one European scientific instituti~n, where sheer 
cost has dictated a supranationnl institution, CERN, the ~~ropean Centre for 
Nuclear Research, is a co::1pletely multinational institution in Geneva which runs 
a gi=t nuclo:u- accelerator, initially the first of its kind in the world. CERN, 
one is told, hf'-8 been a scientific success. The one doubt is whether its 
results have fed sufficiently into industry 'lnd universities. 

As thG cost of scientific installations grows, there is a strong case 
for 11Europcanising" other installations to share costs, Jodrell BIUlk, for 
instanco, could sensibly be "Europeanised 11 1-li thin a European space progrrun.~o, 
A now accolerator planned for Essex should go the same way, 

By making full use of Europe's resources of scientific brains moans 
far more th~~ merely sharing individunl projects which cost a lot, It means 

, , •• /appraising 
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appraising systematically the overall balance of scientific effort and chap.
nelling Government funds into centres of effort according to an overall pro
graiT~e. Instead of duplicating efforts through each country seeking to 
build up one or more specialised centres in every key field, "centres of 
excellence" should be selected in different parts of Europe, b::teked by joipt 
funds, and opened to scientists from other member countries, Culham, and 
the Oxford Department of Nuclear Pbysics 'l!"e such potential centres, The 
Pasteur Institute and Cambridge have a sirdlar role in molecular biology. 
Toulouse in Aerospace, Nancy in Metallurgy, each have special qualities. 
There is a strong case for both building up a network of "centres of excelr 
lence" specialising in particular areas, and promoting special programmes of 
interchcmge between, s.~.y, a group of three 1uropean technicr~ univ0rsities 
each specialising in chemical engineering, From such arrangements at the 
research and teaching level should flow interchanges 0f students and, later, 
industrial integration, 

The development of a European science policy would have to be 
guided, again, by institutions, A European Scientific Advisory Council should 
be set up, consisting of top scientists, to advise the Commission on the form
ulation of a science policy. It would be implemented in the main by Govern
ments, whose university grants would be allocated within the common guidelines, 
But a common fund might finance movement of students, teachers and researchers, 
as well as special joint training schemes (as in computers), and there would be 
joint financing of certain key science projects, 

Out of the common science policy 'rould grow a number of development 
programmes which could usefully be pushed forward jointly, They might cover: 

Ocennography 
Interurban transport 
Microminiaturisation in electronics 
Some advanced aspects of chemical engineering 
Certain chemicals such as new polymers, and strong 
fibre-reinforced solids, 

The main tools of such joint progral!lllles would be; European 
development contracts from n common fund, Joint programmes backed by 
development contracts from a number of governments. These instruments could 
also be used to promote consortia aad joint industrial groupings. 

CONCLUSION: 

Institutions and Policies 

Analysis of difforent sectors of high technology has thrown up a 
number of common conclusions. In aviation, computers, space and nuclear power, 
there is a need for a strong central management authority to work out a 
European programme within brand guidelines laid down by Govsrnmonts, A 
similar authority is needed to develop joint programmes in new fields of 
technology where co-operation has not yet begun, nnd to devdop and guide a 
European science policy, 

Such considerations have led to the proposal to set up a European 
Science and Technology Community, The difficulty is that the existing Com
munities - ECSC, EURAT0!1 and EEC - already fulfil vital functions in these 
fields, The longterm aim ought probably to be to develop, within the frame
work of an enlarged and strengthened European Community, formed from a merger 
of EEC, EURAT0!1 and ECSC, a Science and Technology Authority, headed by the 
equivalent of a European Minister of Technology, Separate Management agencies 
would operate in each of the major sectors - Aerospace, Nucle:u- Power, Elect
ronics, and other new technologies, An expert Council of Science and Technology 
Advisors would formulate a European Science policy, 

•••• /15. 
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It is, however, vital to make a pr~ctical start now, and to 
combine growing co-operation in technology with Britain's entry into the 
Community, Certain practical steps can be taken immediately on a Govern
ment to Government basis. Thus a vigorous effort can be made to bring the 
Germans into the Angle-French project for the Variable Geometry aircraft, 

Britain should also propose a meeting of Technology Ministers, 
perhaps L~ the framework of WEU (pending BritQin 1 s entry) W1ich might look at 
specific high technology industries to draw up progr~~es, e~d perhaps set up 
a working party (on Spank comoittee lines) to el~borate the machinery for further 
joint action, once Britain is in, For the sake of speed there would be good 
sense in forming a restricted &roup of the Ministers from Britain, France and 
Germany, to lay down useful guidelines for the Group as a whole, After all, 
a common progr!1lllllle on fast reactors, a deal on enriched nuclear fu;;l, and the 
establishment of a viable European aircrQft industry, depend, first of all, on· 
these three countries. 

A Policy Towards America 

Inherent in any such programme is the development of a common 
European p~licy on Science and Technology towards the United States, It 
should have the following f8atures: 

(i) Ah element of discrimination in public buying. Already, 
of course, there is a strong protectionist streak in 
many national policies, The British Goverr.w1ent, for 
instance, unofficially discriminates in its buying policy 
in hvour of British computers; the British airlines are 
frequently obliged by Government to buy British, instead 
of f.merican, at some extra cost. A common policy, to 
foster the high technology industries in Europe, must mean 
applying such policies jointly, This ~lement of pro
tection can be justified partly on long-run balance of 
payments grounds, and more important, as protection for 
"infmt industries, 11 Thw great advantages of organising 
on a Europenn basis mean that the degree of protection 
needed will be I'!Uch less than what is required to keep a 
nation,ll industry alive, The a:in, in public buying, should 
be to erect a 11 shP.dow tariff" which could be gradu,:Qly re
duced as the new industries become viable, and A~erican 
protectionism is correspondingly rc&uced, 

(ii) Bargaining to reduce American protectionism in Public buying 

The "Buy American" Act, togeth8r with a multitude of other 
minor regulations, at Federal and State level, gives 
American industry powerful and sometimes exclusive pro
tection against foreign competitors for public contracts. 
In the broader field of tariffs, the creation of the 
Common Harkot with its comoon external ta:dff, has en
couraged Ai~erica to bargr<in and led to the Kennedy round 
of negotiations. In public buying too, a common European 
policy should lead to a vigorous bout of b~~gaining ~ 
which Ancricc.m protection is substantially reduced, 

(iii) A common policy towards !.merican investment in Europe 
Such a policy should not be designed to shut out American 
investment but to ensure the raaximu1:1 degree of partnership 
within Americm-owned firos, and :m element of t'uropean 
control, It should be designed to raaximise the benefits 
derived by Europe from Jimericnn research and development, 
and to promote a measure of specialisation, in certain 
key areas (like compukrs) bet><een Americnn and European 
firms, One of the central objectives of' such a policy 

... /would be 
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would be to encourage the development of 11Europeon holding companies", for 
Ar.lericon firms, with several subsidiaries in Europe. Ford, General Motors 
and Esso, to take the example of the three largest f.merican firms in Europe, 
often argue that "partnership" arrangements, providing for a local stake in 
the ownership of U.S. subsidiaries, militate against the movement of resources 
and the optimal division of labour between different subsidiaries, But if 
European subsidiaries were grouped in "European holding companies", the full 
benefits of the division of labour could be harvested at least in Europe. 
And if such U.S. companies, when they raised capital in the European market, 
were obliged to make issues in the form of shares in the European holding 
company, a European stake would be effectively ensured, The same objective 
might be aehieved if there were a tax (say 15% or equiv'llent to the U,S. 
interest equalisation tax) on issues in Europe by parent U.S. companies but 
not on issues by European suhsidiaries or European holding comp~~ies. There 
might also be a requirement to appoint, say, at least two Europeans to such 
Boards. 

Other objectives of a European policy towards American investment 
could be achieved simply by harmonising national policies on investment in~ 
centives, on the licensing of new investmont, and ~n general plnnning. U,S, 
firms in Europe are usually very amenable to European Government poli~ies, 
But first there has. to be a policy. 

(iv) The trade-in and exchange of knowledge 

A Science and Technology Authority should also seek to improve the 
terms on which Europe buys American knowhow and licences, If a European 
authority develops a fund of knowledge in a particular fie~d through its deve
lopment contracts and contracts of association, it should be better placed to 
bargain for information from American public authorities, In the same way 
large European comp'Ulies, owning key pat8nts, will be bottor placed in the 
private bargaining for knowhow. 

A Europe31l nuthori ty should also try to make optimum use of Europe's 1 . 

resources of brains by concentrating research and development in areas where 
America is not o.lre«dy fnr ahend: urb~cll trMsport, for instance, rather than 
moon probes, For mMy years to come, Europe will probnbly have more to learn 
from America than it cnn give or sell. But first in pure science, and then in 
development, it must seek out now areas where a sustR.ined effort c.~n pioneer a 
lend, All these policies have short-term drawbacks for the United States, 

But in the long run the development of coffil'lon Europe:m policies in 
science nnd technology and the establishment of a Europe~~~n ~~thority in these 
fields should be in America's interest, for it should moan a lPxger flow of 
knowledge from Europe to America and a stronger European partner. The United 
States GovernL1ent itself might well be more willing to share information with a 
European Authority than with separate Europem Governments • 

. . . . . . . . . 
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A FOREIGN POLICY FO''l. Eu::tOFE 

In 1913 the nations of ·:res tern Europe dowi na ted 
t•orld politics, By 1945 de Tocqueville 1 s prophecy bad boon 
fulfilled: ~estern Europe had been replaced by America and 
Russia, which had become the only two great powers. Britain 
may have appeared at tbe time to be grouped with them, or at 
least to be set aside from the other ··cest ;<;uropean states, but 
events have shown that ap;)earance to be an illusion, This 
historic reversal of roles follows from the logic of power: 
America and qussia each has a population about foo.~r times 
that of any 1·!est European state and each has vast natural 
resources, The only way in which the peoples of Eur<>pe could 
match this power is by uniting their strRngth to follow a 
common foreign and defence policy, This is why a European 
political union must be established. 

This paragrapJ,, ~1hich might be a quotation from 
any one of hundreds of books, articles and speeches about the 
future of Europe, seems to me to express an unassailable 
logic, Yet, apart from the great achievement of the .Suropean 
Economic Community, which ensures that any action taken by the 
Six in certain important aspects of external economic relations 
will be taken in common, we are as far as ever from achieving 
such a political union, l•hy have so many speeches and writings 
and so much logic had so little effect? 

It is of course possible to blame both British and 
French governments, which at various times since the war have 
been in a position to take the initi2tive in establishing an 
effective political union and have either failed to do so or 
have actually opposed the initiatives of others, Such 
accusations are true. But they are not the t;hole truth. 
Our governments after all tend to reflect public opinion in 
our countries. Can it be said that the public has been presented 
with a clear idea as to the probable content of a common 
European foreign policy, the means by which it is to be brought 
about, and the desirable ends that it could achieve? Even in 
France, where the "European party" is so much better established 
than in Britain, I doubt whether it can. 

This is unsatisfactory for t~Jo reasons, First, even 
if the present British and French governments are unlikely to 
take or to respond to any initiative for establishing a political 
union that would be at all effective, it is of the greatest 
importance that European opinion gathers strength rather than loses 
it, because only in this way will either country eventually 
become ready for European initiatives, Secondly, it is essential 
that when tbe time comes for tbe construction of a political 
union, Europeans s:1ould be well prepared with a sui table 
doctrine and plan of action, so as to minimise the possibility 
of failure to carry it through, 

This document therefore suggests the ;oossible bases 
of a coramon European foreign policy. First it considers the 
broad lines of a policy towards America, Russia and the third 
world respectively, that would represent the common interest of 
~est European countries. Then it considers the problem of 
establishing institutions to forr·mla te and execute such a policy. 
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EUROPE AN!J AHERICA 

The existing policies towards the United States of 
France on the one hand aDd Britain and Germany on U1e other could 
hardly be more diametrically opposed. The attitude of the French 
government lies between aloofness and hostility; that of the 
German and British between solidarity and servility. If these 
attitudes reflected the real interests of the three countries, 
they would be quite unable to subscribe to a common European 
foreign policy. But examination of the various aspects of 
relations betl•Jeen Europe and America shoNs that the differences 
reflect not so much differing interests as divergent reactions 
to a state of dependence which is itself a function of Europe's 
failure to unite. 

Economic ~spects 

2. 

The experience of ti1e :·:e;:nedy round, which deals 1dth 
trade relations betNeen Europe and America, illuminates this proble~. 
The far-reaching American offer to cut tariffs reciprocally by up 
to fifty per cent was made only because the Six had, by 
establishing the E~C, unified the tari~f on trade amounting to 
as li!Uch as one sixth of US exports. The dif:ficul ties of negotiating 
on the basis of this offer have arisen because the EEC has, until 
recently, not had a common policy relating to agricultural products 
and hence been unable to negotiate about then; because the 
decision-taking process of the EEC, although far advanced in 
comparison with that of a mere inter-governmental organisation, 
is still cumbersome and indecisive in comparison with that of a 
nation-state; because the French government has a different 
attitude towards relations with America from those of its partners, 
largely owing to factors in the domain of defence policy, which 
is not yet unified; and because the American government, 
unaccustomed to dealing with a united Europe which is economically 
almost its own size, has resented the need to show flexibility 
in negotiation. Thus the possibility of better trade relations 
has arisen because the Six have united in a customs union; and the 
difficulties have arisen largely because they have not united more 
decisively and more extensively. 

None of these difficulties stems from a real 
difference of interest relating to trade policy for industrial 
products. Eost ·;rest European countries, including the Six and 
Britain, stand in a similar industrial relationship to America. 
American industry is weaker in the 11 old 11 industries (textiles, 
chin aware etc.) because of its high wages; it is nuch more pm·Jerful 
in the 11 new 11industries (electronics, aerospace etc.) because of 
its big, homogeneous market, its federal government's huge expenditure 
on research and development and on defence production, and its 
happier experience in the world wars. It is therefore in Europe's 
interest to protect and subsidise its newer, capital-intensive 
or R and D-intensive industries, and to reduce American protection 
of the more labour-intensive industries. It is no coincidence 
that American policy, as represented by the Trade Expansion Act, 
has been the op;)osi te of this: products in which the US and the 
EEC accounted for 80 per cent or more of free-vorld trade - which, 
if Britain had become a member of the EEC, would have included 
the more technologically advanced product groups - were to have 
qJalified for the complete removal of tariffs; other products 
for reduction by up to 50 per cent. This reflects the strength 
of the American new industries and tbe weakness of their old ones 
- the precise opposite of the case in 2urope, Differences such as 
this are the stuff of Nhich tariff negotiations are made. The 
essential point is that tbe interests of the main West European 
countries, while not identical, are tending to converge and are 
already sufficiently similar to provide the basis for a common 
European trade policy. 
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Their interests in relation to trade in agricultural products 
are more divergent, Geruany, a big importer and a high-cost 
producer, wants high prices and high protection; Britain, a big 
importer and a lower-cost producer, wa~ts low prices and low 
protection; France, a big exporter and a lo~er-cost producer, 
holds a middle position, If Britain succeeds in joining the 
Community, the fiscal arrangements for agriculture are such as to 
present her with an acute problem for the balance of payments. 
But this would concern Zurope's internal organisation, In relation 
to America, it must be admitted that the agricultural interests of 
European countries diverge, although this problem is likely 
to diminish as Britain, under pressure from her balance of payments, 
increases domestic agricultural production and reduces imports; 
as German agriculture becomes more efficient; and as dwindling 
American g>ain surpluses and growing shortages render the US 
government less inclined to oake an issue of agricultural trade. 

A further matter on which British and French policies at 
present diverge is monetary policy, and in this case the Jrench line 
is supported by most of the other continental countries. 
Jvlonetary policy has become a major issue of foreign policy because 
it is held on tne con~inent that the key-currency system has 
enabled the Americans to receive each year one or two thousand 
million dollars of short-tern credit from the rest of the world, 
which they have used largely for long-term investment in Western 
Europe, thus one-sidedly increasing their economic power in 
relation to that of the Europeans. This diagnosis is undoubtedly 
correct. But the ;:orench government 1 s r<Omec!.y, 1::.1at there should be 
no net< credit to finance expanding world trnde exc<e·;·d: in 
so far as the owners of geld minss decide to produce it, is ~et only 
negativ•::; it is actually cont:r·ary t•J ·su::~··:-..::-Jc-0~1 :::£.-:,~.rs-.""3~: .. ::;, whi..:.:h are 
that the legitimate credit requirements of an expanding 
international econowy ahou1d be n~et, but that Europe, as rnuch as 
Amsrica, should share in the control of its issuance and in the 
profit or economic power derived therefrom. 

To the British, on the other hand, monetary policy has 
p,·eoen·t,,cl a dilemma: sterling as a ',:ey currency has in the past 
been a source of influence and of profit; yet in order to ma~n~Rin 
the position of sterling successive British governments have 
deflated the economy, at intervals of about every two years, in 
such a way as to inhibit the achievement of a s3tisfactory rate 
of growth, There is no doubt that the British are now ready to 
share the benefita that arise f~om m~naging the sterling balances 
with other countries that are willing to share the responsibilities, 

There are thr~e "'~YS in 11hich this could be done. One 
iS by 8 permanent link With t11t cl.n) l.Ql:r• D .... +.- i-"h-i q mo+:hod imp.l_i_P.S 

the attachment of the British economy to the American and, because 
of the discrepancy of size, a permanent subordination of British 
to American policy, which is in the interests of neither Britain nor 
other European countries. 

Secondly, a new reserve unit could be created by the 
International bonetary Fund which those holding sterling balances 
could buy with their sterling, thereby placing Britain in ~ebt to 
the I~W. This could be in European interests if the Ir\F quotas and 
hence the voting rights of the )J;uropean Community were increased 
so that it '"ould have as much power as the United States over 
decisions about the new reserve unit. For this purpose the 
Community would have to arrive at a common monetary policy, by 
means of the Community method, including the majority vote. 

Thirdly, sterling could become a European reserve unit, 
if the sterling balances were to be permanently underpinned by 
the Zuropean central banks and the responsibility for managing 
this source of international credit, toget 1er with any profit deriving 
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therefrom, could be shared by the European countries. There would then 
be a European key currency (for Nhich a net>' name r.1ight be f·::mnd) 
as t<ell as an American one. This "'ould nave the advantage that those 
who not< hold sterling balances would be inclined to use the net< 
unit, for reasons similar to those that have induced t:oem to use sterling 
hitherto, whereas if they were offered an IP;F unit, presumably 
bearing a lot< rate of interest, they Might switch into dollars 
thereby reinforcing American financial predominance. Europe 
as the owner of a key currency would, in fact, be in a strong 
position to negotiate t<ith America about the establishment of an 
international reserve unit to be managed by the IHF, Nhich is, 
as Professor ~riffin convincingly argues, the logical solution 
to the problem of international monetary management. 

Thus the effect of unifying ~uropean monetary policies 
would be analogous to that of the unification of the EEC tariff, 
t<hich was followed by negotiations on an equal footing between 
Europe and America, The difference is that, since sterling is 
at present the second key currency, Britain t<ould have to 
participate on the Suropean side, and it is hard to envisage this 
unless Britain becomes a member of the Community, 

It has already been noted that the international monetary 
question is closely related to the problem of American 
investment, and it is relevant at this point to consider this 
investment as a major issue in the relations between Europe and 
America, which has considerable im;•lications for the future 
structure of power. The high level of American technology and 
the vast size and financial power of American firms make US 
investr.1ent in Europe a natural product o:f normal business motives. 
Yet if American firms dominate large sectors of European industry, 
particularly the "high techPolocy" i~dus't:o.•:L.os, t:ais cannot but 
place Europe in a posture of political dependence - one with which 
the less-developed countries are only too familiar in their relations 
with Europe as wel1 as America, 

It is not in the interest of European countries to deny 
themselves the benefits of American technology and management. 
This would be to let narro><, self-defeating nationalism stand 
in the way of progress, Some controls over US investment in key 
sectors may certainly be necessary, and should be applied on a 
European basis in order to prevent the European governments from 
undermining each other's policies; but the weight of European 
policy should be directed towards the development of European 
firms of sir.1ilar stature which J•Jill invest as much in America 2.s 
the American f'irms do here. This requires a harmonisc:.tion o:f 
European policies in company law and taxation, and poxbaps al~o the 
creation of a climate of opinion among industrial leaders favourable 
to the establishment of multi-national Zuropean firms, just as 
an enthusiasm for intra-European trade was generated by the 
establishment of the EBC, This is not an area of policy in which 
foreign offices are accustomed to take interest, but corporations 
operating abroad have played a momentous role in the development 
of European influence throughout the world, and the relative 
size of European and American corporations will undoubtedly be a 
major determinant of the relative power of Europe and America in 
the future, 

Closely related to the problem of large corporations is that 
of research and development in the high-technology industries. These 
industries (particularly aero-s~ace, electronics and nuclear power) 
depend large:ily on government finance for their ~: and D, whether by 
direct subsidy or by state purchases of their products on a large 
scale, which allo,~s the very high .cost of l:C and D to be absorbed 
in the selling price. The US govern•;ent, with its vast resources, 
spends about four times as much on R and D as all the European 
governments together, or 2-J tiues as much ifa "research rate of 
exchange" is used instead of the normal rate of exchange. The 
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discrepancy in the cost-effectiveness of the American expenditure 
is much greater, because it is controlled by one government 
instead of by half a dozen governments whose small programmes tend 
to duplicate each other. A similar discrepancy would be found 
in the relative size of purchases of high-technology products by 
state agencies in Europe and America. 

It is no exaggeration to say that a solution for this 
problem may be even more important for the future of the European 
econo~y than was the establishment of the EEC. For these 
industries contain t~e seeds of future development in the 
continuing industrial revolution, The European governments 
separately lack the resources to develop such industries and 
therefore share an interest in common action, as the only alternative 
to dependence on America, In order to be effective, this action 
has to be based on a joint budget and a supranational institution 
to form and execute policy, The pattern is, in fact, that of 
Euratom, except that Euratom has a crucial weakness in its lacK of 
pouers to coordinate the purchasing policies of the energy-
producing agencies of the member countries. What is required is, 
clearly, a community institution wit> a budget measured in thousands 
of millions of dollars rather than hundreds of millions, and with 
enough power to ensure co,;1c~on policies for coordinating public 
sector purchases of higlc-technology products as 1·Jell as for financing 
R and D directly. Such an institution, in which Britain as a 
member could make a valuable contribution, should become strong 
enough to emulate the United States in producing the means of 
transport and communications and the sources of atomic power 
that will be required by the world in the coming century; and 
where international control of such key international utilities 
is necessary, Europe will be in a position to share this with 
America and with other regions of tbe world. 

The high-technology industries produce some important 
goods for civilian consumption, but they are 0f course also the 
vital source of' modern weapons systems. Iturope' s t~eah:.ness in these 
industries is at the root of her dependence on America for defence. 
Or, to put it the other way round, a genuinely collective defence 
system for Europe, with a joint budget and purchasing authority 
for armaments, would enable European countries to develop those 
industries that are the basis of modern defence and that are inciden~ 
tally also likely to be se:dnal in the evolution of tLe economy of 
the future. The joint organisation of arms production would, then, 
be in many ways similar to that of the production of high-technology 
industries for civilian uses, except that the coordination of 
purchasin; by state transport, communications and energy agencies 
would be replaced by that of purchasing by the armed forces, which 
implies the integration of defence philosophies. 

Defence aspects 

This leads us into the question of the relations between 
Europe and America in the field of defence, Europe is at present 
dependent on America for its defence because no ~uropean country 
can provide a nuclear weapons system that would be a serious strategic 
deterrent to the Russians and because the existing European 
conventional forces in GercO>any are not enough to give the Germans 
a reasonable assurance that they are secure against Russian military 
pressure. 

Europe as now organised, therefore, depends on the presence 
of American conventional forces, at least in Gerr~any. This 
dependence (though not the presence of the American forces) is 
against the interests of }suropean countries for two reasons. First, 
it is not at present possible to negotiate any settlement in 
central Europe without American consent and, although American policy 
towards Russia has been very reasonable in recent years and American 
agreement to a settle ent is in any case desirable, it is not 



~nev~table that Amer~can pol~cy w~ll help towards a solut~on 
(the effect of escalat~on ~n 7~etnam on US relat~ons w~th Russ~a 
~s suggest~ve) and ~t ~s therefore ~n t~e ~nterest of European 
countr~es to be able to negot~ate separately from Amer~ca ~f th~s 
should prove necessary. 

Secondly, ~t ~s always poss~ble that the US govermuent 
w~ll eventually pull ~ts troops out of Germany, or at least reduce 
them to small numbers. Th~s would have t>IO consequences: 
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Germany would lack the secur~ty ~t requ~res; and the nat~onal army of 
th~s ~nsecure Ger.,;.any would have to tackle, largely or ent~rely on 
~ts own, the tasks of counterbalanc~ng Russ~an convent~onal power 
and of prevent~ng ~nc~dents on one of the most ~nflammatory borders 
~n the world from ~gn~t~ng a general explos~on. 

For a number of most cogent reasons, therefore, ~t ~s ~n 
the ~nterest of tne European countr~es to prov~de a convent~onal 
defence force that would offer some counterw~eght to Russ~a should 
Amer~can troops ~n Europe be sharply reduced, and that would prov~de 
a f~rr.;ly ~ntegrated :framework for the Ger,Jan contr~but~on to 
Surope's defence. The only form of organ~sat~on that could fulf~l 
these requ~rec-cents would be a European :.Jefence Commun~ ty; and ~ t 
would, w~ th Br~ ta~n as a mer.1ber, be cons~derably more effect~ve ~n 
both respects than ~f conf~ned to the present members of the EEC. 

How such a Commun~ty could prov~de a bas~s for a settlement 
of the German problem ~s cons~dered ~n the sect~on on Europe and 
Russ~a, below. It would at the same t~n:e do much to make the 
relat~onsh~p between Europe and Amer~ca a more equal one. But 
Amer~ca's nuclear preponderance, so long as ~t lasts, sets l~m~ts 
to the degree to wh~ch we can approach equal~ty. 

The tact~cal nuclear weapons may be cons~dered f~rst. 
It ~s not poss~ble to ask our arm~es to ccnfront Russ~an arm~es 
possess~ng nuclear weapons unless our own sold~ers are s~m~larly 
armed. The ma~n d~fference between tactical and strategic nuclear 
weapons l~es ~n the means of del~very, wh~ch are Guch eas~er to 
manufacture ~n the case of tacticals. Europe already has the means 
to do this, and it is natural that they should be produced for the 
conventional forces of a European ;)efence Community. 

The case of str<"tegic nuclear weapons is different. To 
manufacture a weapons system that is fairly certain to be a credible 
strategic deterrent in the nineteen sevent~es and eight~es would be 
enormously expensive. It ~s not within the means of any one European 
country; nor would a weapons system that was technically effective 
in fact be cred~ble unless it was at the disposal of a decisive 
political authority, This Beans, ~n effect, that Europe cannot have 
a credible strategic deterrent unt~l there is a European federation, 
sol~dly constructed, with a federal government able to take 
immediate decisions on which may depend the lives of millions and 
perhaps hundreds of mill~ons of people. 

It is not now possible to say that a European federat~on 
when ~t has been established should dispose of its 01m strateg~c 

nuclear deterrent; ~ t r.l&y be, for example, that a sat~sfa ctory 
system of arms control or even d~sarmament will have been developed 
by that t~me, or that a consultat~ve arrangenent such as ~s proposed 
by l' r. EcHamara Nill have proved sat~sfactory to ~uropeans, 
Nor, on the other hand, is it poss~ble to say categorically that 
such a federation should not possess a strategic deterrent; thus 
America might, in one or two decades, w~thdraw the nuclear umbrella 
and .lurope on its own m~ght have to face one or more hostile 
nuclear powers. It is, therefore, not sens~ble to try to decide now 
what a European federation should do some time in the future. The 
w~se course ~s, f~rst, to recogn~se that, ~n entering a European 
Defence Community, one may at a later date have to dec~de about the 
development of a strategic deterrent, and that one can~ot rule out 
in advance either a pos~t~ve or a negat~ve decis~on; secondly, to 



develop the institutions of the EDC until they are strong enough to 
serve all reasonable purposes, including the possibility of controlliLg 
a strategic deterrent; and thirdly to develop Europe's high-tecl.nology 
industries to the point where the production of a credible strategic 
deterrent would be possible, should it prove necessary. 

Thus it is clear that there are many similarities in the 
relationships of the l·fest European countries ,.i th America. They 
are industrial and financial powers of the second rank having close 
economic links with a great economic power that is technologically 
much more advanced than they are. They are military powers of the 
second rank which, without American su?port, are unable, as a group of 
separate nation-states, to counter-balance Russia. Since these are 
the dominant facts in their relations with America and, indeed, 
in their situation in the world as a whole, they have a common interest 
in the integration of both their economies and their defence. Only 
in this t4ay can they make progress tot-Jards equality with America. 

The uses of eguality 

The ~uropean countries also share a common interest in the 
use they should make of their better power relationship as they 
pchieve it. The United States has, like most of the countries of 
Hestern :ll:urope, a market economy, democratic political institutions 
and the European cultural heritage, The economic and political 
forces that have led countries in Western Europe that share these 
characteristics to become more closely united s~ould therefore lead 
to closer relations bet~Jeen Europe and America 1 as the inequality 
which at present stands in the way of this is progressively 
reduced, Europe will be able to reduce the protection of its new 
industries as they become stronger; to invest in America as much as 
American firms invest here; to share equally with America in the 
construction and management of new projects in transport and 
communications, A :Suropean Defence Coo1muni ty could lilcewise 
accomplish whatever measure of integration with the American forces 
might in the future seem desirable, without fear of perpetuating a 
form of dependence, 

This kind of relationship is, of course, what has been 
called interdependence or partnership, It is not the same thing 
as an "Atlantic coMmunity" because, even when the power of the 
European Community has become nearly enough equal to that of America 
to make such a close relationship possible, it is hard to see how 
institutions of the community ty·:e could work if the members consisted of 
t.'D huge udits and a few very small ones, Tha:-e would be too much 
danger of either domination by one of the two big units or deadlock 
between them. It seems that, in a cor1munity system, three, four or 
five members of the largest size are good company but two are not, 
It is therefore necessary that the extension of the community 
method to the inter-regional plane, including the European Community 
and the United States as members 1 ·should wait until one or more other 
great regional units have progressed economically and politically 
to the point where they are sufficiently compatible with Nestern 
:,i:urope and America to unite so closely with them, This could not be 
expected to happen for many years ahead but it is, in the long run, 
a feasible and legitimate aim, indeed the only aim that appears to 
offer the hope of a genuinely stable world order in the atomic age. 

It is, then, to Western Europe's relations with other regions 
of the world that we now turn. Before c1 oing so, however, this 
section may be concluded by aciding that, just as European unity is a 
necessary basis for satisfactory bilateral relations with America, so 
unity is essential if the countries of ··'estern Europe are to be able 
to play their part in developing a constructive and effective policy 
towards the other main regions of the world, which only tl1e United 
States at present has the ability to do, 



EUROPE MW RUSSIA 

The common interests of cJest European countries 

Because of' its ;1roxi;;1ity and its power, :c:ussia is 
second only to Lrnerica as a factor in the construction of a 
foreign policy for 2urope. The countries of 'Jestern :Euro;:>e share 
certain essential interests in their relations with :'.ussia and 
other ~ast ~uropean countries. 

The security problem has beco~e less urgently acute 
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since the death of' Stalin, But, even if ~ussia is now more pacific, 
the logic of power remains: 3ussia 1 s conventional forces reflect 
the fact that it has four times t~e population of any ~est European 
state; and the 3ussians disgose of a strategic nuclear armoury 
such as no sincle :Iest European couul-ry will ever have. The 
peoples of ~estarn Europe need security against the possible 
consequences of this disequilibrium, and it has been argued in 
the previous section that t~is nece~sitates the presence of' 
American troops until ~estern Europe has, by uniting its forces 
in a European Defence Community, developed a power in terns of 
conventional and tactical nuclear arms equivalent to that of 
Russia; and that the American strategic nuclear umbrella is 
likewise needed until either nuclear weapons cease to be relevant 
in relations with 3ussia or else the EDC has acquired a 
sufficiently advanced strategic nuclear weapons system of its 
own. 

For reasons of geography and the com?lementary nature 
of their economies, there is much scope for mutually 
beneficial trade between e'estern and Eastern ;O;urope, and it is, 
for normal economic reasons, in the interest of ~est ~uropean 
countries to expand this trade t~ its optimum level. Stalinist 
autarchy cut it to small proportions, and since Stalin the 
problems of trade between state-trading and market economies 
have restricted it to a level that is al~ost certainly far 
below the optimum. 

The improvement in the political climate and certain 
neasures of economic decentralisation in the East European countries 
have, however, reduced the problems of trade expansion and it has, 
indeed, become possible to talk seriously about the adherence 
of certain '~est :European states to the Gatt. Jcs far as trade 
with ·'est ern -'~urcpe goes, such membership ,,,ould be i\;ainly 
syn:bolic, as escape clauses Nould allow tbe retention of existing 
Vest European import ~uotas that serve as a protection against 
possible economic disruption, whi1e on the ~astern side the 
prevalence of state trading ma~es it very hard to guard ag2inst 
discriminatory or r,w:c:o:oolistic practices, But membership would 
none the less be a useful sy:.··bol of' Eastern desire to cor::e to 
terms with the "'orld trading systen and of ~ester~ desire to 
increase tbe level of trade. 

More radical institutionel measures s~ch as 
association wi tb, or even membership of, the EEC or J£fta are out 
of the cuestion until the Eastern countries have evolved what are 
in effect decentrali::: ed market econot:ies. If Yugoslavia 
consolidates its recent economic reforms, it could oualify for 
very serious consideration as an associate (tl1e Yugoslevs have 
already established a stron; case for being accepted as a market 
economy in the Gatt), and this encourages the belief tbat tte 
economic syster:-;s o:f =3'astern ant'; TJestern · . .;;urope could reac!J a 
fairly high degree of' com~atibiiity by means of evolutionary 
changes t~at do not, for exau~le, require an aba~donment by the 
East of' the princi7le of public ow~ersbip of industrial concerns, 
This situation is, apart perhaps from the case of Yugoslavia, still 
far in the future. But a continuing evolution by Eastern countries 
to~ards decentralised ma~<et economies will do much to make possible 
normal trade relations a~d e higher level of trade. 



A convergence of economic and also, if Yugoslavia may 
be taken as a precedent, of political systems would do much to 
ameliorate the security problem as well, There has luue; oxi.sted 
a rather ill-defined feeling that relations betwee11 states witu 
similar economic and political systems are in general likelY to be 
better than those betwaen states with sharply divergent systems, 
The establishr.cent of the ~uropean Community has shown that, once the 
systems converge, their better mutual relations can be 
institutionalised in such a way as to render tbe use of force 
almost out of the question as a solution to any of their 
problems. Without pressing the analogy too far, it may be 
supposed that the benefits of convergence can be made more 
effective and permanent by the establishment of suitable 
institutionc in common, so that convergence has a vital political 
importance for the long term in addition to the economic advantages. 

The other major interest that the ''est Europeans share 
in their relations with Eastern Europe is in a solution of the 
German problem, That this is in the interests of the Germans goes 
without saying, It is also in the interest of the other countries 
in the West, not only because Eastern Germany suffers under one 
of the most repressive regimes in the East while its social 
and industrial structure is one of the best suited to the 
adoption of a liberal system, but also because the existence of 
an unsettled frontier and of a powerful people smarting under a 
justified feeling of being wronged represents a serious danger to 
security. This is perhaps even more important in an indirect 
than in the direct sense, because the Germans are not likely to 
accept the idea of a political community or to treat the 
Economic Community as much ncore than a customs union unless this 
appears li~<ely to contribute to a solution of the German problem 
rather than to work against it; and for many reasons, a number 
of which are explained in this documect, the full development of a 
political community is the most effective safeguard of peace and 
security in Europe. 

It is, then, just that tbe people of East Germany 
should enjoy the right to detertdne their oNn political future, 
within a context that makes due allowance for the rights of 
other ~uropean peoples, It is also necessary that this should be 
one of t!>e foremost objectives of a common European :foreign policy; 
and it is ~esirable to be clear what this implies before a political 
community is established, so as to minimise the possibility of 
serious misunderstandings that might place too great a strain upon 
its unity. 
Gradual evolution or one big deal 

It must be recognised that the people of Eastern 
Germany can deterr.:ine their own future only if the ::Cussians, ,;hose 
powerful army occupies the territory, agree to this; and they 
will not do so if the consequence is likely to be a substantial 
shift of power from East to ;Jest as a whole, or from ::Cussia to 
Germany in particular, in either strategic or economic terms. 
This means t;1at either relative power cust play a much smaller part 
in East-'fest relations than it does today, or the problem must 
be solved gradually, sten by step, so that only a small shift of 
poNer is at risk at each step. The concept of a solution 
through one big deal, which has been the basis of much policy-making 
hitherto, is therefore unrealistic, unless it is seen as the 
culmination of a long process of gradual change. 

Secondly, it is unlikely that the Russi~ns will agree 
to a solution that is strongly opposed by the other ~ast 
Europeans, in particular the ~oles or Czechs, as this would be 
liable to induce the latter to turn elsewhere for their-protection 
and thus to expose Russia strategically as well as weakening its [. 
position as a leader of the international communist movement and 
of the Zastern bloc, 
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Thirdly, what may be called the "pressure cooker" 
method of' solving the German problem is self'---dof'e:>.ting. This is 
the doctrine that Eastern Germany should remain isolated as far 
as possible and, if' the consequence is a repressive rogime and a 
low standard of' living, so ~uch the better, because it will be a 
liability to the Russians who will therefore be the readier to relin
quish it, But if' th•. (l_ussians will not relinquish Eastern Germany 
suddenly for fear of ~ shift in the balance of power, this 
doctrine is a barrier across the other road towards a solution, for 
which a gradual improvement in East-'est relations is an 
essential condition. The existBnce of an explosive factor in 
the centre of Europe breeds tension and thus impedes progress 
towards a situation in Hhich the GerMan problem could be 
satisfactorily solved, 

~ioreover, although it is conceivable that the Russians 
would sell the East Gerr.;an communist party and leadership down 
the river, they are much more li~ely to agree to a solution if 
they can persuade at least a substantial najority of' the ~ast 
German party to acq_uiesce in it as well. The wholesale betrayal 
of a communist party seems less li'.~ely in the future than it was 
in the days of Stalin, For this reason too, a steady improvement 
in the prosperity of the East Germans and in the character of 
the regime would ~elp, not hinder, a solution because the party 
and administrative officials would have less fear of the 
consequences. 

Finally, a policy which encoura*es low living standards 
and a repressive regime in any country is abhorrent unless it 
can be clearly shown that it will bring proportionately 
good results in the reasonably near future. It is clear, for 
the reasons already given, that the isolation of Eastern Gerr-,any 
can::ot be clearly shown to brin~ such results, and will indeed 
work in the opposite direction. 

A realistic policy for solving the German ;'roblem should, 
therefore, be formed against a background or improvec~nt both in 
relations bet1Veen :Cast and 'est and in economic and political conditione 
in Eastern Germany. Indeed, this process of improvement is itself 
a large part of the policy; the paragraphs that follow therefore 
deal with the more general problems raised by •~stern Euro~e's 
other main interests, relating to trade and security, as well as 
with the Gerrran problem in particular, 
Security: Eastern interests and Western policy 

The interests of J~ast Europeans in their relations with 
the '''est are, not surprisingly, somewhat symmetrical with those of 
''~est ~uropeans in their relations 1dth the East. They relate 
mainly to security and trade; and these Eastern interests must, 
of course, be satisfied at the same time as 7estern interests, if 
any solid progress in East-~est relations is to be made, and if 
this is to lead to a satisfactory solution of the German problem. 

Regarding the security of Eastern Europe, the point usual
ly emphasised the most is recognition of the Oder-Neisse as a 
definitive frontier. There is certainly no possibility that land 
to the east of' this line will be returned to Germany and it is con
sequently a useless bargaining counter in any future negotiation. 
Recognition would therefore do no har•o to German interests and it 
1VOuld have some effect in allaying any fears that the Poles and 
other East ~uropeans may have. But while recognition is thus 
in the general interest and should be undertaken as soon as 
possible, it does not a~?roach t~e beart of the problem of security, 
Formal statements about frontiers are, indeed, the stuff of 
traditional diplOi·'acy, to '1-Ihich the revolutionaries of Eastern 
Europe are so wedded. But it is to be expected that they would in 
fact raise new problems and difficulties as soon as recognition 
had taken place; and this is not surprising, since statements about 
frontiers may have a temporary ef'fect,but provide no permanent 
solutions, 
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The sar.c.e may be said about security guarantees. Accorrli_ng 
to many proposals for establishing a system of security in centr&l 
Europe, some combination of European por,Jers and the United States 
~ill announce a "guarantee" of the German frontiers, and perhaps 
of a limitation of arms and fcrces in central Zurope, and the 
Europeans will then live hap:ily ever after. But how can such 
'guarantees" be l-•ri t ten other t:,an in inverted coc.mas, ::.£tAr what 
we have seen happen to such assurances in our lifetirr.e? Unless 
such statements are bac~ed by the resolute imposition of force in 
perpetuo - in fact, by a genuine and per,_c::.nent imperialism -
they are empty words. Is it credible that the United States will, 
for several decades ahead, effectively and continually i~pose its 
force on Ge~many? If any of the states of Western Europe had 
the power to do it, is it to be believed that, despite financial 
crises 2nd the vagaries of foreign policy, they would permanently 
have tho" will? 

The solutions of traditional foreign policy are, then, 
of no lasting value. The establishment of a !);uropean ;)efence 
Community, on the other hand, whose me•obers irrevocably integrate 
their armed forces, provides a real and effective guarantee 
against unilateral action by any one of its members. ·If Britain 
as well as the Six was a member, there would be no question that 
any one member could impose its policies on the others. Since 
Germany is the country with the unsolved frontier problem it is 
out of the German problem that this arguEJent for the establishment 
of an EDC stems. But this is in fact but one example of a 
universal principle.- The system of separate national armed 
forces is dangerous in the atomic ege, and the integration of 
these forces is a more realistic method of preventing international 
conflict than is general disarmament without the creation of an 
integrated international force. Integration at the level of a 
European :Jefence Community would be an impressive practical 
example of the feasibility of this approach, in addition to redressing 
the imbalance of poNer between :·0,ussia and '1estern 2urope and 
providing a genuine guarantee of security in central J~urope. 

It is not li'<ely tbat the Russians \•ill be persuaded 
by the force of argument that these propositions are true. The 
short-term advantages for ~ussia of a divided Western Zurope 
must be only too clear to Russian policy-makers; and if the 
tr3ditionaJ principles o£ foreign policy are not enough to close 
their minds to the advantages of tbe new conmunity method, ideological 
preconceptions against the union of capitalist nations will help to 
do so. But Russian permission for the establishment of an 
EDC is not required; and, .iust as the Russians are coming to accept 
the EEC, so tbey would be lik"ly to accept the KJC, which 1vould 
provide a real, as o~posed to a paper, guarantee Against the 
unilateral exercise of power by any member country. 

It is not to be expected that an EDC will be established 
in the near future or that, once established, the Russians will 
quickly realise that it offers the best guarantee of their security. 
There will, therefore, be a long period during which this and the 
other necessary conditions for a satisfactory solution of the 
Ger,"an problem evolve. l.eanwhile it EJUst be recognised that Russian 
troops are likely to rerr.ain in Eastern Gero:;any, just as they 
remained in the eastern part of Austria until a satisfactory settlement 
of tl1e Lustrien problem ~as agreed. 

This :a.ussian presence in ~astern Germany, which is so 
unsatisfactory to the ·•est, and to the Germans in particular, 
represents for the other East European countries, and Poland in 
particular, a guarantee that the status quo ldll be maintained. 
They appreciate that this status quo is potentially explosive but, 
because they do not understand tLe community method, they do not 
realise that the status ~uo can be replaced by a much better guarantee 
of their security: better because an EDC is a fair system that gives 



the Germans complete equality with their neighbours, and thus 
removes a major source of resentnent and instability. 

It is therefore very important to impress upon the 
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other East Europeans as well as the Russians the reasons why the 
consolidation of the European Community and its extension into the 
fields of foreign policy and defence satisfies their vital long-term 
interests, so that they will not only forego any opposition to 
Russian moves towards a solution of the Gerhlan problem, but will 
actually encourage Russian policy to develop in the direction 
rec;uired. 

There is one other aim that ·;est ern policy could pursue, 
that would be good in itself and would at the same time increase the 
East Europeans' sense of security and hence their readiness to 
accept self-determination for t:1e people of Eastern Germany. This 
is the greater cohesion of the countries of Eastern Europe other 
than Russia, If these countries were able to form a grouping that 
could act in comt~on, as the countries of the EEC can a::t together 
in the economic sphere and will, it is to be hoped, eventually 
be able to do with respect also to foreign policy and defence, the 
East Europeans would be less depencl.ent on Russia for their defence 
(just as the West Europeans would, by uniting effectively, become 
less dependent on America), This l1ould be an additional factor 
that would encourage the Poles and their naighbours to accept a 
Russian departure :from 3I:astern Gernany 1 and hence a certain lowering 
of the Russian protective shield. 

It may be objected that the East Ieuropeans, with their 
tradition of mutual enmity, are unlikely to unite; that even if 
they work 0ore closely together it will be in the field of economics 
rather than defence; and that it is any•ay in the European 
Community's interest to try to attract the East European countries 
~eparately into its orbit, rather than to have to deal with a 
group that could negotiate on more equal terms, 

It is certainly true that ~nity of the smaller countries 
of .Eastern Europe would be t!:l.f'f'icul t: 1-o ochiove, especially while 
the heavy hand of Russia is still on them. The Russians are not 
likely, to say the least, to give tte sort of sucport the Americans 
have given during the past two decaries for the union of Western 
Europe. But even a modest tendency tot<ards closer cooperation 
on the economic side would l:elp to give these countries a greater 
degree of self-confidence, besides being of economic benefit in 
itself; and this might well lead totvards a cumulative process t~here 
cooperation in defence follows coo?eration in economics, 

If it is believed that the East Ieuropean countries should 
eventually become individual memb,rs of the European Community 
(apart of course from Russia whos' size and power 1<ould unbalance 
the structure), then the right policy is to work towards individual 
association, on the Greek or ~urldsh pattern, whenever the evolution 
of a market economy in a given East European country (e,g.Yugoslavia) 
renders this feasible. But it seems unlikely that the economic 
systems in Eastern Europe, r,ui te a;Jart :from the economic levels, 
will be sufficiently compatible with those of 'Jestern Europe to make 
possible suchfar-reaching measures for a very long time, If this is 
so, greater weight should be attached to the arguments, in an age 
when the striving for equality is a determining political force, 
for abandoning a policy of divide and rule and replacing it by a 
policy of encouraging the forcation of regional groups wherever the 
conditions seem ripe for their eo;;ergence. In the case of ;;;astern 
Europe, there is less likely to be a strong ~u~sian reaction against 
this ro2d of escape from :tu3sian he,;e<.cony than there is against 
a policy that looks towards the absorption of individual East 
European countries in the Festern system. Thus there is much to be said 
for the encouragement of solidarity among the countries that lie 
between Russia and Western Europe, because, apart from the economic 
advantages, it is the most feasible way of enabling them to become less 
dependent on Russia while at the same time increasing their sense of 
security and thus their readiness to agree to a settlement in central 
Europe. 



Economics: Eastern interests and ~estern policy 

The East .Suropeans make no secret of' their desire for 
more trade and more credits from the West. It is clearly in their 
interest to enrich and strengthen their economies by drawing 
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in this ~ay upon Western technological resources. We have already 
noted that such exchanges a~e of' benefit to ~astern ~uro~e, not only 
for the economic advantages that are normally associated with 
trade and with the lending of' short~term or medium-term funds, but 
also because a steady and grm:Jing flow of' transactions which are 
in the interest of' both sides contributes to the development of' 
better political relations. Trade and the f'loN of' short-term and 
medium-term capital may, in fact, be regarded as a valuable investment, 
as well as a source of' present profit, because of' the prospects bothf'or 
the expansion of' these profitable relationships in the future and 
also for a solution to ·turo\'e 1 s security problem. 

Because of' these long-run economic and political benefits, 
it is justifiable not only to allow the normal economic forces that 
motivate trade or lending to take their course, but also to 
stimulate these forces and guide their direction in accordance with 
official policy. Thus commerc:'-al policy can be adapted so as to 
provide additional enco••ragement to trade, when the trends in 
Eastern Europe appear favourable to the evolution that is outlined 
in this paper; and there have been proposals for a "Marshal! Plan 
for Eastern .H~urope 11 , whereby 1•Jestern governments would provide large 
funds to speed the economic development of' Eastern Europe. 
Technical cooperation is another means of' strengthening economic 
relations, that has been promoted notably by the French government. 
This refers not only toil cooperation which is a form of' technical 
assistance from the strong to the weak, but also to the possibility 
of collaboration between equals, if the European Community develops 
a united action in fields, such as space, where the ~ussians have 
a great deal to contribute, Relations of this sort with Russia, 
as Nell as with America, might eventually make it easier to 
envisage an effective arms control, for these industries are the root 
of modern weapons systems, so that a habit of industrial and 
scientific collaboration could have strategic prolongations. The 
European Community might be better able than the Americans to get 
such collaboration started. 

It is not to be recommended that economic advantages, 
whether in trade, credits or technical assistance, should be 
offered to this or that East ~uropean country just in response to 
the attitudes it strikes in international affairs, but rather in 
order to encourage the long-term structural trends that can 
fundamentally alter the relationship between Eastern and Western 
Europe in the long run. Thus it is Yugoslavia, with its radical 
measures of economic and political decentralisation and its efforts 
to create a pluralist and free society, that should be encouraged, rather 
than Rumania with its backward dictatorship and heightened 
nationalism. 

Against a policy of discrimination in favour of the 
decentralising countries is the advantage, already discussed, of 
encouraging solidarity at:tong the smaller countries of Eastern Europe. 
One measure that would contribute to such solidflrity would be '·Testern 
aid in constructing projects that would knit together the economies 
of these countries, and Nhich might include a Danube valley scheme 
and a transport network whose axis would be llorth-South (although 
it would be desirable to include some East-~est transport facilities, 
for example a motorway link betNeen Yoscow and the motorway 
system of ~estern 2urope, which would both facilitate contacts and 
trade beb.,een Zastern and \?estern ;~urope and also help to obviate 
any aussian objections to the proposition:. 



It is arguable, ho,·Jever, that talk of a full-scale 
Narshall Flan for -'~astern !:urope is premature, It is to be feared 
that, under ~ussian pressure, the East Europeans would reject the 
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offer, and it would be a pity to prejudice later chances of success by an 
initiative that was hasty and insufficiently prepared. Froo the 
Western point of view, there is much to be said for a steady 
expansion of credits (which could amount to the gradual and 
undramatic introduction of a Larshall Plan), combined 11ith some 
specific projects such as those put forward in the previous paragraph,. 
A dramatic act, such as an offer of very large amounts of aid, would 
better be kept in reserve for t;,e th:e when it will be unreservedly 
welcomed and likely to be accompanied by major progress in the 
political field. 

In formulating and executing any such policies for trade 
and credits in relation to Eastern i~urope, the countries of' '•'estern 
Europe will of' course act r,mch more effectively if' they act 
together within the European Economic CO!~munity, and it is therefore 
necessary that a comcwn policy, not only for trade but also for tbe 
export of' capital and of' aid and technical assistance, should be 
adopted as soon as possible, 

Eastern Germany 

A policy to i;,;prove economic relations with .·eastern 
Europe as a whole end to create conditions that are a real guarantee 
of' security in central Europe wculd, then, provide the ba c:<.ground 
against which a policy in relation specifically to Eastern Germany 
could be pursued with some hope of' reaching a solution to the Ger~an 
problem, 

It has already been argued that it is not only intrinsically 
desirable that life should be tolerable for the people of' Eastern 
Ger any during what will be a long period of' transition, but also that 
more prosperity and freedom will make it easier, not harder, to reach 
a satisfactory solution at the end of' that period, 

~estern countries can help to improve living standards in 
Eastern Germany by means of' trade and credits, as in the case of' other 
East European countries. This will have tl1e added advantage that it 
will remove the main reason for the tight restriction on the movement 
of' the peoQle of' Eastern Germany to ··estern Gert:any or other 7·!estern 
countries, which is in itself' a great evil as well as contributing 
to the maintenance of' a repressive regime. 

For si·ilar reasons, all kinds of contacts between Eastern 
Germany and Western countries should be promoted. Suggestions that 
other ~astern countries should trade with Eastern Germany only throu~h 
the medium of' 1-lest German firms, for example, can only be regarded as 
retrograde: liberalising trends will be encouraged by a wide range 
of' economic as well as social and cultural relations. 

The policy of' refusing diplomatic recognition to Eastern 
Ger.any may also be regarded as h2ving failed. Its adoption was 
rational when it was expected that a peace treaty would be signed as 
a result of' one big negotiation in t~e not-too-distant future. Its 
retention is unjustifiable when it has become clear, after the 
experience of' two decades, that any such negotiation could only follow 
a further long period of evolution. In tbese circumstances the 
policy of' non-recognition is, indeed, counter-productive because it 
reinforces the isolation on which a repressive system feeds, A 
dictatorial regime way try to isolate itself'; it cannot be in our 
interests to help it to do so, 

Hhile the presence of' Uestern diplomats in Eastern Germany 
would be a positive factor, however, it would certainly be sensible 
to accord only a special, modified form of' recognition, that would 
expressly apply only to a period of' transition until agreen,ent on a 
peace treaty is reached. 
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The European Cor.mmni ty tvould have the po,Jer to oi'fer very 
substantial trade and help for the East German economy; a::d when tl e 
East German econumic and political system began to evolve towards the 
point where Yugoslavia now stands, it would be possible to accord 
Eastern Germany the de facto association with the EEC. This would be 
technically very simple to arrange as far as imports from Eastern 
Germany into the Co•amunity are concerned: these now enter free of duty 
into Western Germany but are prevented, by means of certifidates of 
origin, from passing duty-free into the other member states; to 
provide freedom of access to the whole Community it would only be 
necessary to drop the system of certificates of origin. 

Close relations between Eastern Germany and the Community, 
amounting even to de facto association, might evoke the fear in 
Eastern Europe that the trade of Russia and other East European countries 
with Eastern Germany would decline. Since Eastern Germany is a 
powerful element in the industrial progress of the Eastern bloc, this 
fear ,,.JOuld be understandable. It has been suggested that a long-term 
trade agreement (for say 15 years) with Eastern Germany wobld 
satisfy the East European countries, In so far as it is in Western 
interests to satisfy them in order to achieve political progress, the 
European Community as a whole would be in a position to offer still 
more substantial guarantees and inducements, thus avoiding tbe need 
to burden the c!:ast Ger;:;an economy exclusively t~ith this element of 
rigidity in its trade and industrial structure over a fairly long 
period, 

It is hard to foresee precisely hotv the process of evolving 
a solution to the Gerr.1an problem would end. It might, for example, 
be that when East-~est relations have continued to improve for a 
number of years, agreement could be reac::.ed on a referendum, such as 
was held in the Saar, when the people of Eastern Germany could choose 
freely between reunification with Western Germany in a single German 
state, membership of the European Community but with a separate, 
democratically elected government, or some kind of a European statute. 
It is possible to envisage that such a settlement would be accompanied 
by a timetable for the withdrawal of Russian troops from Eastern 
Germany, matched by American troop withdrawals. But it is not 
necessary at present to speculate in detail on the ultimate denouement. 
It is, in the formation of a common European foreign policy, only 
necessary to agree at the outset that self-determination for the 
people of Eastern Germany is a major aim; that the steps towards it 
include the gradual evolution of better trade and political relations 
with the East; and that the establishment of a European Defence 
Community is a prereciuisite, and a cor.imon EEC policy for trade and aid 
would make a powerful contribution to success. 
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EUROPE AND THE RZST _Q.!f_ 1'Jf]i: __ 11SJR~J:! 

AmQ.rica and Russia, as the world 1 s two great pol.vers, both 
deeply involved in Lba •¥fairs of Europe, are the major foci of a 
common foreign policy for the 1.fest European countries. The other 
regions of the world are, however, already of great economic 
importance to Europe and will become increasingly important, not 
only to economic but also to defence policy. 

The high-income countries 

Australia, Canada and New Zealand are extensions of Europe 
overseas. Their exports compete with the produce of European 
farmers, and their trade relations with Britain therefore became a 
major bone of contention during the negotiations for British entry 
into the EEC. The impression may thus have gained currency that 
the interests of these three countries and of the C0ntinent of 
Europe are inimical to each other. This is, however, in the 16ng 
run the opposite of the truth, Australia, Canada and New Zealand 
need Europe's people and capital while Europe needs their space 
and natural resources. This provides the basis for a close 
relationship in the long term. 

Japan, with its~iftly growing economy, is increasingly 
valuable as a trading partner and as an Asian 
counterweight to China. It is politically vital that Japan 
should remain stable aDd friendly to the West, and economically 
important that its market should be open to Euro,Jean exports 
and investment. A united Europe could offer Japan powerful inducements 
to maintain these policies. 

The low-income countries 

Growing prosperity in the low-income countries is in the 
interest of Europe for three main reasons: it is the only basis for 
their political stability in the long run and hence it minimises 
the risk of war; it leads to a growth of trade witb markets which 
are, in total, already very important to 3urope; and it is necessary 
on social and moral grounds. 

The aid accorded by Britain and the EEC to low-income countries 
and the preferential trade advantages go, for historical reasons, 
largely to the smaller among these countries and to the African 
ones in particular. This bias is the reverse of what the situation 
requires: the advantages should go to the larger countries or to 
regional co•-;;mon markets, where there is a better prospect of 
successful industrialisation and where political stability is much 
more important; and these countries are mostly in Asia and Latin 
America, where the people tend in any case to be better educated 
and more skilful, and thus mare apt to achieve rapid economic 
progress. 

Part of the reason why European countries do not do more to 
promote the economic development of large countries such as India, 
Pakistan, Indonesia, Nigeria, Brazil, or of regional groups such as 
the Latin American Free Trade Area, is that the national resources 
of individual European countries seem too small when compared with 
what is required in order to achieve substantial results. The 
responsibility for helping tbese countries and areas has therefore 
been left largely to the Americans. But tbis is unsatisfactory 
because on the one hand the Americans will be found to have 
established a strong position in some of the most important markets of 
the future, and on the other hand they may for one reason or another 
fail to fulfil their responsibility and it is desirable that the 
major low-income countries should not he largely dependent on a single 
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source of support. The validity of the latter point is illustrated 
by the fact that American aid, on which the major low-income countries 
depend, has declined, as a proportion of American GNP·, from almost 
one per cent to around a half of one per cent, while the oroportions 
in France and Britain are about twice as great. It is reasonable to 
suppose that a united gurope with a common aid budget as well as a 
common trade policy would, because it clearly has the resources to 
make a substantial impact on economies of even the largest low-
income countries, be reodier to a.ply their support to these large and 
important countries as the Americans have done hitherto, 

This refers, of course, to economic su?~ort, For Britain 
and France the question also arises of military support for countries 
of their former empires; and in South 3ast Asia t~e implications of 
the British military presence go far beyond the specific defence 
of Commom•ealth countries. There are two reasons why the East of 
Suez policy is self-defeating. 

First, military help from a former imperial power after the 
initial period of independence can be counter-productive both for 
the long-term stability of the regime that is helped and for the 
relations of the former imperial power with low-income ~ountries in 
general, Zven if such help is not counter-productive, it is almost 
certain that the money it costs '"ould be spent to much better effect 
in the long run if it were diverted to provide economic aid to countries 
such as Brazil, Iran, India or Pakistan, where economic growth and 
political stability would rnake a really important contribution not only 
to tr,e vJorld economy but also to world security. 

Secondly, for Britain at least, whose economy has been 
hamstrung by a balance-of-pay~ents deficit that has on average 
been much smaller than the present level of either British aid or 
British military expenditure abroad, the sharp reduction of military 
expenditure aborad would help a great deal to solve the economic 
problem and thus to enable tbe British to make their contribution 
in international affairs more confidently and effectively. For 
reasons that emerge from the analysis of Europe's relations with 
America and with Russia, Britain's defence contribution in Europe can 
be crucial, while East of Suez it ,;tll be either marginal or even 
counter-productive. Tbe cut should therefore fall on the British 
presence East of Suez; and the consequences for t~1e British economy 
of this, together with other measures, should enable Britain's overall 
policy towards low-income policies to become considerably more 
fruitful, 

Even if it were not for Britain's economic difficulties, a 
British military effort in the Far East could not but be subordinate 
to the American effort there, The discrepancy of size and resources, 
which has emerged so regularly in the preceding pages as a governing 
factor in the relations of Uest ~uropean countries with either 
America or Russia, is again the key, If military sup~ort for 
states in Asia, Africa or L~tin hmerica is found to be re~uired in 
the future, a united 3urope would be capable of providing it whereas 
the individual efforts of Europ.ean countries ••ould be li!<:ely to be 
relatively ineffectual. 

An emerging pattern of world order 

Japan has shown that, once economic growth is under way, 
a low-income country can rapidly catch up on the high-income countries. 
That this is not a unic;uely Japanese phenomenon is illustrated by 
the experience of countries as diverse as Italy, Xexico, Russia, 
Spain and Taiwan, Nhere very rapid growth has taken place. It is 
virtually certain that other countries will follow their example 
in the coming decades; and it is not at all out of the question that 
these will include some of tbe larger countries or regional economic 
groups in Latin America, Asia or Africa, particularly if the aid and 
trade policies of high-income countries are directed so as to favour 
the larger economic units instead of discri~inating against them. 
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In so far as this happens, there will during the coming decades 
be a convergence of economic levels as between Europe and certain 
countries now regarded as less-developed. Some of these may be of 
substantial size, i.e. have populations of 50 million or more. The 
most likely candidates appear to be ~exico and Brazil (or perhaps the 
Latin American Free Trade Area, if it becomes more coherent); ~ 
in Asia it is possible that Pakistan and, despite its pre'sent 
troubles, India will take off into rapid growth; there are also 
some other possibilities, particularly if effective regional groupo 
emerge in South ~ast Asia, Africa or the ~iddle East. 

It is therefore conceivable. that a Political and Economic 
Corr.munity in Hest ern ~urope wi 1.1 f'inrl bef'ore -l.ho And of' th:t~ ccn Lury 

that there are three or four other countries (or economic units) in 
the world with economic levels that are not excessiveiy dissimilar 
and appear to be converging; that likewise have convergent economic 
and political systems; and that are big enough to be substantial 
economic or political partners. These include, in descending order 
of probability, the United States, Japan, :•.{ussia, a grouping of 
the smaller East Buropean states, l<iexico, Brazil (or a regional 
group of Latin American states~, Pakistan and India. 

If at least four or five large economic powers did indeed 
evolve in different regions of the world with economic and political 
systems that were more-or-less si~ilar, then an emerging pattern 
of world order could be envisaced, whereby these units would develop 
progressively closer economic and then political relations. As this 
happened, it would become evic'ent that not only tbe bulk of the 
world's economic and strategic power but also perhaps of its 
population was becoming steadily united. Fears of a fortress 
Europe or fortress America, surrounded by a hostile or chaotic world, 
would be replaced by the basis of a world-wide system that would 
breathe real life into the institutions of the United Nations; and 
problems that now seem unlimited and unmanageable, such as balkanised 
disorder in Africa and even the growing and unpredictable power of 
China, would then be seen as a limited number of specific problems 
that would have to be dealt with before the prosperity and security 
of the new world system were fully consolidated. 

These thoughts Hill doubtless be too speculative for some, 
too optimistic for others. They are nevertheless put forwerd because 
of the belief that tbose who have been constructing a Community 
out of' the nations of :•~urope, witb their history of rivaly and 
enmity, are uniquely qualified to understa~d how a similar process 
might be set in motion for the developing cooperation and eventual 
union of the different regions of the world. 



INSTITUTIONS 

It is not credible that a cor.,non foreign pol.:ioy ""n Le 

conceived or carried out by a group of sovereign states each of 
which has the right to prevent a decision frorn being reacbed or to 
depart unilaterally from the agreed policy. The Community system 
is the minimum that could possibly be effective in the long run, 
and it is indeed desirable and perhaps necessary that this should 
be strengthened by reducing the scope for obstruction by a minority 
and by reflecting more closely the democratic systems of the 
member states. It would be better not to talk of Suropean unity 
than to pretend that effective action can be taken in common over 
a long period by a traditional coalition of nation-states. 
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It has been objected that the co;;;munity method, which has 
proved so efficacious where decisions on mainly quantitative economic 
questions are required, would be found wanting if it were used to 
formulate and execute a common foreign policy, which depends upon 
mainly qualitative factors. This objection seems to rest on a 
faulty analysis. 

Apart from the speeches and ceremonies, all the major 
instruments on which the effectiver>ess of a foreign policy depends 
could be unified by met~ods similar to those that have been used to 
create the customs union and the agric~ltural common market of the 
EEC. These include, apart from the commercial and agricultural 
policies, policies for exchange rates and monetary reserves; economic 
aid, technical assistance and capital flows; the development of 
high-technology industries; joint production and purchase of arms; 
and the integ·ration of defence forces. The unification of each 
of these instruments can be achieved according to a quantitative 
programme, such as has been accomplished in the EEC, ECSC and 
Euratom (and as was, indeed, proposed for the abortive EDC). 

The major qualitative decisions concern the uses to which 
these instruments are to be put: which states are to be favoured 
and which are not, which interests are to be pressed and which 
given a lo~Jer priority, and so forth. These decisions must be taken 
whatever instruments of policy are to be used, whether they are 
tariffs or monetary reserves or military dispositions. Such 
qualitative decisions must, therefore, be taken by the EEC in 
relation to its commercial and agricultural policy, They represent 
nothing new to the community method. 

It is to be supposed, indeed, that once the instruments 
of foreign policy are unified, the members of a community will of 
necessity arrive at a comuon foreign policy, Conversely, if the 
instruments are not unified, no amount of coordination of the 
foreign policy orientations of member states is likely to produce 
qn effective common foreign policy. 'Te should therefore first turn 
our attention to the problem of unifying those instruments of policy 
that are not yet effectively unified in the EEC, 

Most of these instruments could best be unified within the 
framework of tice EEC or, if the three existing cor.1munities are merged, of 
the combined community. Thus the power o:!" the EEC to pursue a common 
monetary policy and a common programme of aid and technical assistance 
should be strengthened, The responsibilities that Eurato.,; now 
has should be extended to include the finance of R and D in all the 
high-technology industries and the coordination of purchases of their 
products by state agencies in all the me.,.Jber countries. The same 
Community body could also logically perform sil"ilar functions in relation 
to the development and purchase of armaments, although the scope for this 
is limited, in the case of major ite~s such as tanks or aircraft, by 
the need to combine defence philosophies before it is possible to agree 
upon a common specification, 
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The integration of armed forces can be ensured by agree<,1ent 
on a progra me specifying the tiwes by which different units will 
be placed under joint co~mand and various supporting facilities be 
provided jointly. As this is done it will be necessary to develop 
a common strategic doctrine, from wt.ich agree11:ent on the S!;)ecifications 
required for major items of e0uipnent can logically follow, 

The integration of armies is a still more ambitious 
underta~ing than the integration of economies, It goes to the 
heart of national sovereignty and so is liable to create severe 
strains in the national political systems. There is a danger that 
these strains would prove to be too much for tte cohesion of the 
community organisation. It is therefore su.:;gested that it would 
be unwise to expose the Economic Ccmnuni ty to the possibility of being 
subjected to these strains, thus jeopardising tbe existing achievements. 
If this is so, the i~te~ration of armed forces should take place 
in t",e first instance within a European Llefence Cormunity, 
constituted separately from the EEC but closely linked ~dth it. 
In order to obviate the opposite danger, that tensions will be created 
by the existence of two se;Jarate major community organisations, one 
for economics and one for defence, it could be provided that the 
EDC and the EEC would automatically merge by the end of a trensitional 
period unless a weighted majority of t:oe merr.bers then held that 
the time was still not ripe, If the transitional period was, say, 
one of ten years or so, it should be clear by the end of it whether 
the risk of intolerable national divergences or other strains was 
still too great. 

Thus by adding functions to the EEC and establishing an 
EDC, it would be possible for men1bers of the CoF.munity to unify all 
the main instruments of foreirrn policy. Uhen this had been done, 
it would be essential for the Community institutions, in suitable 
combination with the national foreign offices, to devise means 
~f formulating a coherent foreign policy. The member states, which 
would have relinquished control over the instruments with which 
3n effective foreign policy can be executed, WJUld by then be 
~nable to act separately. In order to act at all in international 
~elations they would have to act together, and there can be little 
1oubt that they would therefore devise ways of agreeing how to do so, 

'I·he problem arises, rather, in the period before the main 
instruments of foreign policy are all unified, w~en some of the 
instruments are still entirely or partly under national control 
(armed forces, a id) and some are under Co•:cmuni ty control (tariffs, 
3gricultural policies;:. The latter example, indeed, shows that the 
~ommunity is already in this situation; but the problem would clearly 
become more acute as soon as integration of the ar1:>ed forces began 
to take place. The solution clearly lies in some form of standing 
collaboration between the policy-makers of the Cm:.,munity 
executives and the planning staffs of national foreign offices, whose 
task would be to try to coordinate the national policies on questions 
~hat remained wit .. ,in national competence with the Community policies 
:>n questions for which the Community is responsible. 

The chances of progress 

T~ose who agree that the policy and institutional conceptions 
outlined in this paper represent by and large what is desirable 
may nevertheless consider that such thinking ~s academic because it 
will not be proposed by governments in the foreseeable future. The 
French government has made a firm stand against any extensions of the 
community method and has indeed tried to weaken it where it exists, 
The British government tvould accept t'.:e existing institutions and 
procedures of the EEC but Er. 1cfilson has stated categorically that 
these institutions and procedures should not be employed to deal with 
"political" questions. The Ger~an government would doubtless accept 
an extension of the comc,mnity method if it was proposed by France 
(or, if Britain was a r.ember, by Britain), but seect:s most unlikely to 
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make any such proposals itself, The prospect of agreement bet~reen the 
French, German and British governments on the content of a common 
European foreign policy seems equally remote, 

l.'bile it is true that there is small prospect of agreement 
on either the form of tbe content of political union during the 
terms of office of the present governments, it does not follow that 
unofficial consideration of these questions is irrelevant, Future 
governments are unlikely to act in such a cr~cial matter unless there 
is a measure of public support for tbeir actions, and unless officials 
have a sufficiently clear idea of \'/hat is. to be done. The ideas 
of officials and the public in the several relevant countries must, 
moreover, be sufficiently similar to make it possible for them 
to a6ree on a precise proposal, All this implies a process of 
thinking and discussion that necessarily occupies a number of years. 
The period of "aiting for governments to become reedy to 
construct a political community will be well employed if it results 
in a European consensus as to the proper objectives and institutions 
of such a community. 


